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Oops Proof. Now Even Better.
Industry's Most Popular Heavy-Duty DMMs..
Now Even Better With Dual -Fuse Protection

And A Tougher Case.
The tough just got tougher. When
Beckman Industrial introduced heavy-
duty DMMs tough enough to withstand
accidental drops, input overloads and
destructive environments, they quickly
became the industry's most popular.

Now they're even tougher, thanks to
the best dual -fuse protection you can buy
and a new case. Covered by a one-year,
no-fault guarantee against damage to the
meter other than gross abuse.

For overloads, all voltage ranges can
withstand transients up to 6KV. Resistance
ranges are protected to 600 volts. Current
ranges are protected by a 2 amp/600 volt
fuse. The 10 amp range is protected by a 15
amp, 600 volt high energy fuse with
100,000 amp interrupt rating.
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Valox® is a registered trademark of General Electric.

Our heavy-duty DMMs can with-
stand accidental drops, literally bouncing
back for more, thanks to a new case made
of Valox,® one of the most impact and
corrosive chemical resistant thermoplas-
tics around. Sensitive components are
shock mounted for impact protection.

Even oil, water and industrial grime
can't keep our heavy-duty DMMs away
from the action. Everything is sealed with
o -rings for maximum protection.

Of course, even the toughest DMM
isn't much good if it can't deliver accuracy
and the right combination of capabilities
at the right price.

Check the HD DMM specs for your-
self: Maximum voltage rating of 1500 volts
DC, 1000 volts AC; tested to 40KHz; diode
test function; and exclusive INSTA -Ohm®
capability, now with an audible beeper, to
make your HD even easier to use.

What's more, you can select just the
model you need without paying extra.
Start with the economical HD -100 at
$169.00 for solid, all-around meter per-
formance. Choose the HD -110 with
continuity beeper. Or, the HD -110T that
lets you select Farenheit or Celsius
temperature measurement with a

Olt simple field adjustment, accurately
measuring from - 4°F to +1999°F,
and works with any K -type ther-
mocouple. It also has a measure-
ment range of 32°F to 392°F
with the thermocouple provided.

You can even get the true
RMS capability on the HD -130,

or with a /2 sgit display required by the
HD -140's accuracy.

fltAVY UU! Y

DMMS HD100 1 HDt10 I HDHOT I H9130 HD140

Digits 31/2 4'/2

Accuracy (Vdc) 0.25% 0.1% 0.05%

Input Impedance 22 Megohms 10 Megohms

AC Conversion

Type
Average True RMS True RMS

Bandwidth

(AC Volts)
10KHz 40KHz 10KHz

Current Range

Min. Reading
0.1µA 0.01µA

Max. Reading 2A 10A (20A for 30 Secorn s

Continuity Beeper V
1

Battery Life

(Alkaline type)
2000 Hours 100 Hours

Visit your local Beckman Industrial
distributor today. Compare. And discover
why the toughest are tougher than ever.

InSerice
lnstniments,

W?nThe One.
Bor/rrsars frsriiscfria/ 'M.....Y awl. `I IVY

Heckman Industrial Corporation Instrumentation Products Division
A Subsidiary of Emerson Electric Company
3883 Ruffin Rd.. San Diego. California 92123-1898
16191 565-4415  FAX 16191268.01'2  TI.X: 219031

r) 19R' Beckman Industrial Corporation
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Now! 100 MHz. Cursors.
CRT readout. Four channels.

All for just $2400.

The NEW Tek 2246 and 2245 set
the pace in fast, accurate measure-
ment. And immediate, easy deliv-
ery. Take a close look. At their
unmatched price/performance. At
versatile, on-site/at-bench conve-
nience. At Tek SmartCursors,' a
2246 exclusive. All backed by a 3 -
year warranty and 30 -day free trial on
approved credit. Don't settle for less.
Get out in front with scopes that set
the pace. Return the
card or call Tek direct:

1-800-433-2323
Or call collect
(503) 627-9000

1 art -
track

trigger level, ground
level or peak voltag

CRT readout of
scale factors and
results. Menu fu
tions controlled by
row of push -buttons.':

Gated voltage m.:
intensities the portion of
a waveform on which
voltage measurements
are being made. Ver-
satile triggering lets you
trigger the main or
delayed sweep. Back-
lit control buttons.

Xtr/ Tx

Features

Bandwidth

No. of Channels

SmartCursors-
Time/Volts Cursors

Voltmeter

Scale Factor Readout

Vertical Sensitivity

Max. Sweep Speed

Accuracy: Vert/Hor

Warranty

Price

2246 2245

100 MHz 100 MHz

4 4

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes Yes

2 mV/div 2 mV/div

2 ns/div 2 ns/div

2%/2% 2%/2%

3 -year on parts and labor, including CRT
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LEADER
SWEEPSTAKES
Tell us how
you would use
this combo
digital storage
oscilloscope &
multimeter,
and you could
win one.

I WANT TO WIN AN LCD -100
OSCILLOSCOPE/MULTIMETER.

sweepstakes.

This is what I would use an LCD -100 for:

(Use a separate piece of paper if more room is required)

Name

Title

Company

Address

City

State Zip

Telephone (

My job function is'
RULES

No purchase necessary. To be eligible. all entries must contain
answers to all questions shown on the official entry form An
original entry form, a facsimile. or a 3x5 card may be used This
sweepstakes is open to all residents of the United States. 18 years
of age or older, except employees and their families) of Leader
Instruments Corporation and Ribaudo 8 Schaefer. Inc This
sweepstakes begins 6/1/87 Winners Will be selected in a random
drawing on 9/15/97 by an independent Judging organization whose
decisions will be final. Winners will be notified by mail and will be
required, within 30 days of notification. to execute an affidavit
consenting to the release of their name. and confirming eligibility
On the event of noncompliance with this provision, alternate win.
ners will be selected) Leader will award five prizes. each consist.
rg of one LCD -100 Oscilloscope.Multimeter. each with a retail
value of 5850 Only one entry per person is permitted, and no
person may win more than one prize The odds of winning depend
on the number of entries received All applicable taxes are solely
the responsibility of winners. All federal. stala and local laws and
regulations apply. Ved where prohibited or restricted by law. Send
a self-addressed. stamped envelope to receive a list ol winners.

For convenient mailing, clip address
and tape to envelope.r

1
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LEADER SWEEPSTAKES
380 Oser Avenue

Hauppauge, NY 11788

A Technology error
In reference to Electronic Serv-

icing & Technology's article from
June 1987, "Digital Technology
Double Scanning Clearer TV Pic-
tures," the information given is not
completely correct. The line
memories are just that-line
memories that store one line or
one horizontal scan of information.

The reading speed of each
memory is doubled from that of
the writing speed, so each field
broadcast, 262.5 lines, is con-
verted to 525 lines for display. This
also gives 1050 lines of display in-
formation for each field. Two dif-
ferent fields of information are not
mixed or overlapped....
Dennis Flubacher
National Training Instructor
Toshiba America, Inc.

The information for the article to
which Mr. Flubacher refers was
taken from the monthly Toshiba
Newsletter of February 1987.
Somehow between the production of
the original information and its
publication in ES&T a slight error
crept in. We hope it has not caused
any inconvenience to any of our
readers. Please see page 10 in this
issue for a further explanation of
this correction.
Editor

Regarding electronic organs
Electronic organs have become

very popular, and there are many
technicians who would like to serv-
ice them but don't know how. Your
ES magazine had a series of ar-
ticles on electronic organs in 1976.

Wouldn't it be a good idea to write
a new series of articles on this im-
portant instrument?

What is needed is an in-depth
discussion of fundamentals and
servicing techniques. The articles
should cover both the simpler $150
electronic organs and the more
complex Wurlitzer organs that sell
for $2,000.

A review of books on this subject
should be given in your magazine
so that a technician can select a
good book on this subject in-
asmuch as your articles would take
some time to be written up.
O. D'Alessandro
Bloomfield, NJ

We are sure that by "organs," the
above correspondent also includes
the new electronic keyboards.

If you service electronic organs
and keyboards and feel that a series
of articles as described above would
be of value to you, please drop us a
line. We will judge from your
response how widespread is the
need for this type of information.
Editor

Do you have a comment, a gripe,
or some other valuable informa-
tion that you'd like to share with
the editors and/or readers of
ES&T? Please address your
comments to ES&T, care of the
"Feedback" department. If
they're of general enough in-
terest and we have the room,
your comments might be pub-
lished here in the "Feedback"
column. On,

6 Electronic Servicing & Technology August 1987
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Portable Problem Solver
Ultra -compact Digital
Storage Oscilloscope-
Multimeter.

Easily carried in a tool kit or attache
case-powered by batteries or supplied
ac adaptor-this 2 -in -1 lightweight is
always ready for hand-held action.

Multi -function,
200 -kHz DSO.

Just flip the switch from DMM to
SCOPE and the performance of a pro-
fessional Digital Storage Oscilloscope is
at your fingertips. Lets you capture and
analyze single -shot and very slow phe-
nomena. Stores up to three waveforms,
and has such top -of -the -line features as
auto -ranging time base setting, pre -trig-
ger, roll mode, and on -screen readout of
setting conditions. Low -power indicator

alerts you when batteries need recharg-
ing, while a separate back-up system
protects memory.

Full -function
31/2 -digit DM141

Precise measurement of ac/dc volt-
age, current and resistance is easy to
see on the large, high -contrast, display.
Automatically selects range which pro-
vides greatest accuracy and resolution.

Perfect for many
applications.

LCD -100 is a unique combination in-
strument that can confirm that its DMM
is measuring a desired signal. Better by
far than a DMM alone... more useful in
the field than any benchtop DSO in this
bandwidth, LCD -100 is ideal for servic-

ing a broad range of electromechanical,
electrical and electronic systems.

Call toll -free

1-800-645-5104
In NY State

(516) 231-6900
Ask for an evaluation unit, our latest
Catalog, more information, or the name
of your "Select" Leader Distributor.

Forprofessionals
who

know
the
difference.

380 Oser Avenue, Hauppauge, New York 11788
Regional Offices:

Chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, Boston, Atlanta
In Canada call Omnitronix Ltd. (416) 828-6221

For Information Circle (5) on Reply Card
For Demonstration Circle (6) on Reply Card
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Consumer electronics: U.S. sales as of June 1987

These graphs and charts were developed by the Marketing Services
department of the Electronics Industries Association, an authoritative
source of information for the electronic industry.

FACTORY SALES OF
AUDIO EQUIPMENT

1987

Billions of
Dollars
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TOTAL FACTORY SALES OF
CONSUMER ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS

1984 1985 1986

Years

Projected Estimated

1987 1988

SOURCE. Electronic Industries Association

TABLE MODEL VCRs
(NON-MTS)

(48%) i

PORTABLE VCRs
11%)

CAMCORDERS
(29%)

TABLE MODEL VCRs
(NON-MTS)

143%)x/

PORTABLE VCRs
(1%) -

1988

CAR AUDIO
(37%)

HOME RADIOS
(6%)

AUDIO SYSTEMS
(19%)

SEPARATE AUDIO
COMPONENTS\ (19%)

PORTABLE AUDIO
TAPE EQUIPMENT

(19%)

TOTAL FACTORY SALES OF TOTAL FACTORY SALES OF
VIDEOCASSETTE RECORDERS COLOR TELEVISION

1987 1987
STEREO -ADAPTABLE

(26%) s.
COLOR TV WITH MTS

(37%)

VCRs Wi INTEGRAL MIS ALL OTHER COLOR TV
(22%) (37%)

VCRs NI/INTEGRAL MTS
/ (24%)

CAMCORDERS
132%)

Sales figures through 1986 were drawn from actual market activity reports. Proj-
ected sales for 1987 are based on market activity reports published to date and ad-
justed for seasonality, and on data submitted by individual manufacturers.
Estimated sales for 1988 are based on a consensus of various industry sources.

STEREO -ADAPTABLE
(25%)

1988
COLOR TV WITH MTS

(43%)

ALL OTHER COLOR TV
(32%)
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NASM '88 will be in New Orleans
The 32nd Annual Conference

and Exhibition of the National As-
sociation of Service Managers
(NASM) will be held Oct. 11-14,
1987 at the Fairmont Hotel, New
Orleans, and will feature the
theme of "Service Quality: The
Marketing Difference."

"This conference will be an im-
portant forum and educational re-
source for service professionals
and their organizations," said Con-
ference Chairman Robert Snopko,
manager, Agricultural Product
Support, J.I. Case Company. 'We
will be looking at concrete ways to
improve service management, op-
erations and profitability."

The conference will feature a
product and service exhibition de-
signed to bring together purchas-
ers and vendors of service -infor-
mation systems, tools, and equip-
ment, including the latest service -
management software.

As with previous NASM confer-

ences, an extensive educational
program will present the latest in-
formation and techniques on vari-
ous topics related to the confer-
ence theme of Service Quality. The
topics will include: Conducting a
Service Audit; Customer Percep-
tions of Service Quality; Measur-
ing and Preserving Quality Serv-
ice; and more. The conference also
will present a spouse's program
that will include a special presenta-
tion on starting a home -based
business.

For more information, contact
Caryn Worcester, NASM, 60 Re-
vere Drive, Suite 500, Northbrook,
IL 60062; 312-480-9575.

The National Association of
Service Managers is the oldest
professional non-profit association
of product service executives in
the United States.

Luxor to end U.S. marketing
Luxor North America Corpora-

tion has announced that it will dis-

continue its North American dis-
tribution and marketing of satel-
lite TV products. Luxor will main-
tain an organization for customer
service, technical support, spare
parts supply, and in -warranty and
out -of -warranty servicing of in-
stalled products.

The company's current distribu-
tion structure will be kept intact
for a limited period of time for the
marketing of its existing inventory
of North American satellite TV
products.

Company President Hans Giner
said it is generally perceived that
1987 will be another year of insuf-
ficient sales and profits in the
satellite TV industry. Given the in-
dustry's grim sales results in 1986
and the present outlook for 1987,
he said, Luxor has decided to halt
U.S. satellite system marketing
and concentrate its resources in
Europe, where an orderly and
booming direct broadcast satellite
market is developing. apt,

TEST INSTRUMENTS Off -The -Shelf

High Quality
Lowest Prices

freed MINI -METERS w/MAXI-SPECS

SCOPE 31/2 Digit LCD

with 8 Full Functions

Model
DVM-632
Deluxe test leads included
 0.5% accuracy  Transistor
gain test  Audible continuity
checking & diode test
 10 Amp measurement

SCOPE 31/2 Digit LCD

Multimeter
Modelodel $2995
DVM-630
Test leads included  0.5%
accuracy  6 functions,
19 ranges  Automatic zero
adjust  Low battery indication
 Measures 5" x23/4" x7,(r""

-
¡, *Is Model $39995.  ^n-" 2120

,t/w.
Probes included  20 and 26
MHz band widths  WY and

TVH  X -Y operation  Trace rotation: adjustable
front panel  Channel 1 output

= lr Phone orders accepted.

B & K 20 MHz Dual Trace

1SCOPE 31/2 Digit Capacitance

Model $5500
DCM-602
Test leads included 8 ranges with full
scale values to 2000 uF  LSI circuit
 Crystal time base  Frequency range
800 Hz to 8 Hz

SCOPE 31/2 Digital Multimeters

$7995Model
DVM-638
Test leads included  11 function, 38
ranges  Logic level detector  Audibl
visual continuity  capacitance and
conductance measurement.

Model
DVM-634 5275

 7 function, 32 ranges
 Transistor measurement

Model $5875
 8 function, 37 ranges
 Capacitance measurement

SCOPE Pocket Sized Audio

Signal Generator
Model
RC -555
Test leads & 9V battery included  Low
distortion sine -wave signal  46 step
selected frequency  x1 range 20 Hz to
1.5 KHz/x100 range 2KHz to 150 KHz

HITACHI 35 MHz Dual Trace Oscilloscope

Model55 $
(Reg..$899.95)
Probes included  Thin, lightweight,
compact  Large 6" rectangular,
internal graticule CRT  Autofocus

FORDHAM Sweep Function Generator

Model FG-801
$21995(Reg. $289.95)

Test leads included  7 frequency
ranges, 0.2 Hz to 2 MHz  Accuracy
to ±5%

FORDHAM 550 MHz Frequency Counter

Model FM -8 $1699$
(Reg. $249.95)
Completely assembled, pre -tested,
precalibrated  High intensity 8 -digit
LED display

SCOPE 41/2 Digit LCD

Bench Digital Muftimetei

Model
DVM-6005

Test lead set & 6 "D" size batteries included  0.4" high
characters  Conversion period: 500 milliseconds
 Automatic, negative polarity

t .....
. -3r_

?GI. ouityrREE~jf

Fordham FREE 800.645.9518
In New York State 800-832-1446260 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, NY 11788

Service & Shipping Charge Schedule
Continental U.S.A.

FOR ORDERS
$25 100
$101 250
$251500
$501 750

ADD
$450
$600
$8.00

$1050

FOR ORDERS
$751.1,000
$1.0011500
$1.501-2,000
$2.001 and up

ADD
$1250
$1650
$20 00
$25 00
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A new dimension in speech recog-
nition technology brings day-to-
day living closer to those old-time
Amazing Stories pulp magazines
that seemed impossibly imagina-
tive. An advanced prototype
Japanese -speech LSI was an-
nounced by Toshiba at the Solid -

State Circuits Conference held in
New York. These new LSIs recog-
nize a vocabulary of up to 50 words
delivered in any voice, by any
speaker. Accuracy is astonishing-
95%, with a key 13 -word vocabu-
lary. The system will adapt to any
language.

To date, high -precision, selected -
task LSIs have been available that
responded to specific voices, re-
quiring that the system be
"trained" by words spoken by a
single spokesperson. The new
LSIs recognize words, words that
may be spoken by anyone.

Picture this scenario: With both
hands on the wheel, a driver utters

High perform
multiple -speaker

the word "home" into his mobile
phone, which dials the number
automatically. After being con-
nected to his telephone answering
system, he commands it to turn up
the heat (or turn down the air con-
ditioning) and light the entrance
hall. He arrives to a comfortable
and bright home environment.
Once there, he dictates a letter to
his trusty secretary, the word
processor, and his missive is soon
ready for mailing. Sound like
science fiction?

These LSIs, palm -size and prob-
ably costing about $67 for the set,
are the first affordable speech -
recognition devices capable of dis-
tinguishing the commands of ran-
dom speakers with such precision.
Prior to their development, only
minicomputers with pricetags of
$27 thousand to $67 thousand
were capable of recognizing the
speech of unspecified individuals
with a comparable level of ac-

curacy. With those devices requir-
ing specified voices, confusion
resulted when the specified
speaker was not available.

In the new LSIs, Toshiba's multi-
ple similarity (MS) method is used
to recognize the pronounced
words. MS technology was previ-
ously used in applications apart
from speech recognition at the
minicomputer level, including opti-
cal character readers, mailsorting
machines with zip code readers
and telephonic bank balance in-
quiry systems.

In the conventional MS method
used in minicomputers, the ele-
ments of each word pronounced by
several hundred persons are plot-
ted in a 256 -dimensional space to
form specific nebula -like clusters
pecular to each word. Spoken
words are recognized by ascertain-
ing to which nebula the pronounced
word belongs.

To utilize this method at the LSI

Amplification of Feedback item
A letter from Mr. Dennis Flubacher, National Training Instructor

at Toshiba America Inc., Consumer Products Business Sector in
Wayne, NJ, pointed out an error in the explanation of the operation
of a television that uses the double scanning method.
The operation of these television sets is correctly described here.

A conventional television
composes its picture from two
fields, an even field and an
uneven field, with an interlace
ratio of 2:1. Each picture, one
frame, is composed of 525 scan-
ning lines, but only one field,
262.5 lines, is displayed every
1/60 of a second. When the sub-
ject moves up and down. the pic-
ture becomes rough because
each field is only composed of
262.5 scanning lines.

However, the double scan-
ning television's picture is com-

posed of 525 scanning lines per
field and 1,050 scanning lines
per frame. Through doubling of
the scanning lines, we produce
a high quality picture with
almost invisible scanning lines
and very little line flicker. The
double scan process is made
possible by doubling the hori-
zontal frequency of a conven-
tional television, 15.734kHz. to
31.47kHz for the non -interlace
television. Although the horizon-
tal frequency has been doubled,
the horizontal deflection circuit

INTERLACING METHOD DOUBLE SCANNING
METHOD

1st FIELD

A A

B B
C C
D D

E
F
G

F

G

2nd FIELD

A
B'

C'

D'

E'
F.
G
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ance LSIs capable of
speech recognition

level, dimensions must be reached
to the limits of reasonable integra-
tive capacity. Company re-
searchers found that dimensional
numbers could be reduced to 60 in
order to recognize at least 13 words
with an accuracy of more than
95%. In this new development, the
MS algorithm has thus been inte-
grated into three LSIs.

Although the MS method can be
applied to all other languages
besides Japanese, some languages
have certain aspects that will pre-
sent challenges to the system.
English, for example, has more
consonants and uncertain end-
ings- such as "-er" and "-or"- as
well as homonyms such as "two,
too and to." With artificial in-
telligence, however, these prob-
lems probably will be solved.
Already a reality, state of the art
speech recognition will continue to
move ahead rapidly.

Technology

Trying out the speech recognition prototype LSIs installed in a Toshiba personal
computer.

INPUT VIDEO SIGNAL

LINE MEMORY I
WRITING DATE

READING DATE

A

L A A, is""'

LINE MEMORY II

WRITING DATE

READING DATE

B D

isz2.11' D

OUTPUT OF LINE MEMORIES
I AND II

(double scanning output)

(a) LINE MEMORY 1: WRITE STATE

VIDEO SIGNAL INPUT

sPITE

LINE MEMORY 1

9

(b) LINE MEMORY 1: WRITE STATE

VIDEO SIGNAL INPUT

Principle of
double scanning method

LINE MEMORY 2

READ
READ

LINE MEMORY 1

LINE MEMORY 2

WRITE

VIDEO SIGNAL OUTPUT

- VIDEO SIGNAL OUTPUT

9

is the same as that for a conven-
-u- tional television with the excep-

tion of the operating frequency.

Video Operation
Doubling the horizontal fre-

quency makes it possible to
move the electron beam across
the screen at twice the rate of a
conventional television. In order
to increase the video informa-
tion from 262.5 lines per field to
525 lines, we utilize 2 -line
memories placed between the
CVPU and VCU. Two memories
are necessary for alternate
operations of reading and
writing of data: while one
memory is writing data in, the
other is reading data out. The
doubling of video information is
accomplished by doubling the
frequency of the reading clock
from the writing clock; for every
262.5 line field written in, we
have a 525 line field read out.
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Test your
electronics
knowledge

By Sam Wilson

This quiz is based upon material
that was presented in the issues
between September 1986 and now.
Are you keeping up with the tech-
nology of today? Of course you
are-you're reading ES&T maga-
zine. So, this should be a cinch!

1. Assume there is a 1,000 µV RF
signal with about 75% modulation
delivered to the RF input of a typi-
cal small TV receiver. Also assume
that this RF frequency is set equal
to the middle of a VHF channel.
The receiver will deliver about
A.) 50Vp-p at the video amplifier
output.
B.) 5Vp-p at the video amplifier
output.

2. Which of the following state-
ments is correct?
A.) You should operate every re-
ceiver that comes through your
shop at its upper limit of line volt-
age as rated by the manufacturer.
This will show if any weak compo-
nents are about to go bad and
cause expensive callbacks.
B.) Never test receivers for their
ability to operate at their upper
limit of line voltage.
3. When using a lissajous pattern
to compare the input and output
signals of a Class A amplifier, the
CRT should display
A.) a straight line.
B.) an elipse.
C.) a circle.

4. A perfect capacitor would have
an equivalent series resistance of
A.) infinity (infinite resistance).
B.) zero ohms.
5. Which of the symbols in Figure
1 represents a tunnel diode?
6. When a logic analyzer is used to
sample input lines, the period of
the sampler should be
A.) long.
B.) short.
7. To minimize noise and stray
pickup, a coaxial cable shield
should be grounded at
A.) both ends.
B.) one end only.
8. Which of the following means
"to boot the disk"?
A.) Turning the computer on with
a DOS/BASIC disk in the disk
drive. A small program in the com-
puter ROM operates the disk and
reads the disk contents into the
memory so the computer can oper-
ate the disk drive.
B.) Using the built-in program so
that it is not necessary to start op-
erating by installing the DOS into
the computer.
9. NASA scientists spent eight
years trying to eradicate
dioxide from space shuttles, then
solved the problem in four weeks
when they turned to
10. Toshiba researchers have de-
veloped a transistor that they call
the fastest in the world. It is called
a heterojunction bipolar transistor
(HBT). It has a switching time per
gate of picoseconds.

Answers are on page 54
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Technical training
and literature

update

By Conrad Persson
One of the sad facts of choosing a
technical career such as servicing
consumer electronic products is
that no matter how hard you try,
you will always be behind, trying
to learn the new technology. Even
while a technician is completing
his formal education, he's probably
studying a great deal of informa-
tion that's already out of date or
soon will be. While he studied, the
electronics research and develop-
ment organizations and manufac-
turers will have been churning out
today's technologies as well as to-
morrow's, which the fledgling tech-
nician will have to cope with after
his formal education is finished.

Here's an example: When I was
studying electrical engineering in

the early '60s, I spent several se-
mesters dealing with piecewise lin-
ear models of vacuum tubes. I had
one full -year course on transistors,
on which every consumer electron-
ics device then being manufac-
tured was based. I once heard the
term integrated circuit mentioned
but had no idea what it meant.

That was the state of my formal
education in electronics when I
graduated. I have been trying to
catch up ever since. It's futile, but
try we must.

It's just like the Queen said to
Alice in Wonderland: "You have to
do all the running you can just to
stay in the same place. To get any-
where you have to run even faster
than that."

To carry that analogy a little fur -
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ther, the problem then becomes
one of choosing which road to run
on. In this case they're not very
well marked. Some are straight
and wide and level, while some are
rutted and filled with potholes and
obstacles. Some are dead ends.

This article is intended to show
you where some of the roads be-
gin. Unfortunately, we don't have
any road maps so we can't advise
you as to which of these options
are best and which are worst. You'll
have to trust to your own judge-
ment and luck.

Several avenues
There are two pivotal decisions

to make when you're deciding how
to further your education. What do
you need to learn and how will you
learn it? It's important to do a
thorough analysis of exactly what
it is that you want to learn. A typi-
cal statement is "I want to learn
about computers" or something
equally vague. The question that
you need to answer is "What do
you need to learn about com-
puters?", or whatever the subject
is that you're interested in.

The answer might be something
like "I want to take an introduc-
tory course so I can understand
the jargon and find out how hard-
ware and software work together
so I can find out what more I need
to learn." That doesn't pin it down
completely, but it does state some
specific goals.

Once the specific goals are set,
you need to determine how to get
to them.

Self -study
One inexpensive method of con-

tinuing your education is to buy a
book on the subject and study it
yourself. This has a lot of pitfalls.
Some books are excellent and de-
liver what they promise in terms of
knowledge to impart, and are writ-
ten in such a manner that you
come away enlightened. Unfortu-
nately, for every book like that,
there are books that don't deliver
what they promise or that are
couched in language that's difficult
or impossible to fathom.

Another problem with this ap-
proach is that even .if the book is

excellent, it won't do you a lot of
good if you don't read it. Self -study
from books in this manner requires
an iron self-discipline.

Self -study through a home study
course is another way to learn by
yourself at home. Home study
courses offer a major improve-
ment over studying from books.
The material is broken down into
study units, you learn what is ex-
pected of you and you get feedback
through regular tests.

This approach also requires self-
discipline as it's easy to let things
slide and to ignore notices sent in
the mail. If you're motivated, you
can learn a lot this way.

Schools and seminars
If time and money permit, a

more effective way to learn is
through structured class and lab
courses. Here again, there are
many avenues. Public and private
technical schools throughout the
country offer a selection of courses
from the most elementary intro-
ductory courses to detailed theory
and design. If you have the time
and the budget to travel, manufac-
turers of consumer electronic
products offer seminars to servic-
ing technicians on the operation
and servicing of specific items.

A letter to the product servicing
department of any of the manufac-
turers of these products will get
you information on what education
they have available and what their
policy is on providing this training.

Other training available
All manufacturers of test equip-

ment and tools for electronic serv-
icing want you to buy their prod-
ucts. Naturally, the more you
know about the type of product
they offer in general and their
product in particular, the more
likely that if you need such a prod-
uct you'll buy theirs.

For that reason, many manufac-
turers of test equipment and tools
offer information on using that
equipment. Some of this informa-
tion is rudimentary and some is all
you'll ever need to know about that
particular product or process.
Some of this information is free
and some is quite expensive.

Here are examples of education
materials offered by tool and test
equipment manufacturers.

Catalogs and engineering notes -
most manufacturers spend huge
amounts of time and money put-
ting together catalogs that present
their products in the best light.
Some of these are not as useful as
they could be, but others not only
list the kinds of tools the manufac-
turer offers, but provides tips on
where and how to use them. The
best of these are educational, and,
in many cases, they're free.

Many manufacturers offer mini
courses of many kinds. Tektronix,
for example, now offers a training
lab, for a fee, that guides the user
in the use of the oscilloscope. Ac-
cording to the book that comes
with it, "The Tektronix Training
Lab family of circuit boards pro-
vides a source of typical problem
signals that demonstrate the trou-
bleshooting, timing and voltage
measurement capabilities of a
modern oscilloscope. The signals
may be used to develop measure-
ment and analysis skills needed for
the design and troubleshooting of
modern electronic devices."

Sencore puts out a newspaper
with articles designed to teach
servicing methods periodically,
and sponsors training seminars.
These are free. Of course, the con-
tent of both the newspaper and the
seminars is heavily slanted toward
the company's own products.

If you're interested in learning
more about the use of certain test
equipment, tools, supplies, etc.,
write to the manufacturer, tell
them what you need in terms of in-
formation and ask what's avail-
able. It could be an education in
itself.

Trade associations
It is in the best interest of prod-

uct manufacturers as well as tech-
nicians to make sure that all tech-
nicians who service electronics
equipment are well trained. A
well -trained, efficient, profes-
sional technician will enhance the
image of the manufacturer of the
product he services and the image
of all technicians everywhere.

For this reason, the manufactur-
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Technical Book Publishers
Hayden Book Company
Rochelle Park. NJ 07662

McGraw-Hill Book Company
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

Prentice -Hall
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Howard W. Sams & Company, Inc.
4300 West 62nd St.
P.O. Box 558
Indianapolis, IN 46206

Tab Books
Blue Ridge Summit. PA 17214

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 E. 17th St.
Cleveland. OH 44114

Cook's Inst. of Electronics Eng.
Desk 15: P.O. Box 20345
Jackson. MS 39209

Electronic Institute of Brooklyn
4823 Avenue N
Brooklyn, NY 11234

Grantham College of Engineering
2500 S. La Cienega Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90034

National Institute of Technology
1701 W. Euless Blvd.
Euless, TX 76039

National Technical Schools
456 W. Santa Barbara Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90037

NRI Training for Professionals
McGraw-Hill Continuing Ed. Center
3939 Wisconsin Ave.
Washington. DC 20006

National Association of Trade
and Technical Schools

2021 K St.. NW
Washington. DC 20006

to avoiding electrostatic discharge
damage.

That organization hosts other
seminars throughout the year.

The National Electronic Sales
and Servicing Dealers Association
(NESDA) and its affiliate, the In-
ternational Society of Certified
Electronic Technicians (ISCET),
also hosts seminars. Many semi-
nars are held, for example, at that
organization's annual convention,
usually in August. In addition,
many of that organization's state
and local affiliates also hold educa-
tional seminars.

Identifying the resources
A local school may have just the

course you need listed in its cata-
log. One of the book publishers
might have just the book or series
of books to fill in the gaps in your
knowledge. One of the associations
related to home electronics equip-
ment manufacturing, sales or serv-
ice may have just the item of infor-
mation you need, or may be able to
point you in the right direction.

Microwave Filter Company
(East Syracuse, NY) offers catalog

MTV/87. It teaches terrestrial in-
terference (TI) symptoms and
helps select filters to cure TI in
more than 500 different receivers.

The catalog features diagrams
for standard and block downcon-
version receivers, showing where
interference can affect the system
and the choice of filters to solve
the problem. From literature
that's been published in several
past issues, this company appears
to offer a number of other books
and pamphlets that address multi -
facets of the TI problem.

Omega Press, an Omega Group
Company (Stamford, CT), offers a
publication called The Complete
Handbook of Science and Technol-
ogy Books. Known as the Book of
Books, it is a one -stop source for
ordering English language texts
from the 14 leading science and
technology publishers.

More than 10,000 books are
listed in the Book of Books, along
with scientific software and com-
plete descriptions and prices.

The Electronics Industries Asso-
ciation/Consumer Electronics
Group, Washington, DC, pub-

lishes, among other things, a
quarterly magazine, available free
to owners and managers of busi-
nesses that service consumer elec-
tronics products. Its purpose is to
keep you up to date on industry-

management matters, educational
opportunities, service meetings
and conventions.

A catalog from Pace (Laurel,
MD) describes that company's mo-
tion picture/video training courses:
"Basic Soldering" (now available in
11 languages) and "Rework and
Repair for Electronics." The com-
pany also provides a repair sup-
port program including docu-
mented solutions to specific repair
problems with customized repair
instructions and instructor
courses.

A videotape program available
from the 3M Static Control Sys-
tems Division (Austin, TX) dis-
cusses ways to minimize electro-
static discharge (E SD) damage to
sensitive electronic components
during field service operations.
Titled "How to Avoid Static from
All Sides," the 20 -minute video-
tape is designed to increase static
awareness among management
and field personnel, specifically in
electronics field service.

Anyone contemplating a techni-
cal career might wish to check the
National Association of Trade and
Technical Schools' (NATTS) "Trade
and Technical Careers and Train-
ing" handbook. Accredited private
schools throughout the country
that offer skill training are listed
alphabetically both by career and
by state. See the address for
NATTS in the listing in this article.

Hewlett-Packard Company (Col-
orado Springs, CO) offers a book-
let "Feeling Comfortable with
Logic Analyzers," which describes
how logic analyzers operate and
how they may be used in diagnos-
ing digital equipment. Electronic
Servicing & Technology repro-
duced this booklet in the October
1986 issue as the article "Seeing
digital circuit operation with a
logic analyzer."

The supply was limited when we
first published this literature item
in September 1986, and they might
be gone by now, but the "Diskette
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Guide Book" from BASF Corpora-
tion (Bedford, MA) provides
answers to hundreds of questions
about how diskettes are made and
how they work.

Here's a reminder about the
seminars offered by John Fluke
Manufacturing of Everett, WA, at
its training centers throughout the
country on the application of its
products and their maintenance.
For example, a partial listing of
their offerings in September in-
cludes "Metrology for Technicians"
in Detroit, Phoenix and Paramus,
NJ; "DMM Maintenance" in
Chicago, and "9010 Board Tester
Troubleshooting and Program-
ming" (two separate courses) in
cities across the country. Similar
courses are offered in October. See
pages 8 and 9, ES&T Buyer's
Guide, March 1987.

Tektronix, Inc. (Beaverton, OR)
has just released a library of sup-
port material for its lowest cost
portable scope, the 2225 50MHz

oscilloscope. The material includes
a demonstration videotape, a full -
color brochure, a 36 -page primer
("The XYZs of using a scope") and
five technical briefs on oscilloscope
measurements. This is free of
charge.

An operator's videotape also is
available at a charge of $60. This
tape provides full details on usage
of this scope, and can be used as a
supplement for the manual pro-
vided with the unit, or as a class-
room instruction aid.

Again, this listing of literature
and other forms of technical train-
ing is not meant to be exhaustive
or comprehensive, but to serve as
an idea starter. If you're wonder-
ing how to learn more about how
to service a VCR or operate an
oscilloscope or whatever, write the
manufacturer, the schools, etc.,
and ask what kind of training or
educational materials they have
available.

If any readers have any informa-

tion on specific training courses or
material or any suggestions on
how ES&T can make readers more
aware of what training is avail-
able, please let us know.

In order to round out the cover-
age of the kinds of training and
literature available for technicians
interested in rounding out their
education, here is a sampling of
books brought to our attention
recently by publishers of technical
books.

Troubleshooting and Repairing
Electronic Test Equipment -2nd
Edition, by Mannie Horowitz;
Tab Books, 448 pages, $17.45
paperback, $24.95 hardbound.

Troubleshoot and repair test
equipment, ending the hassles and
delays of taking gear to a repair
shop or sending it back to the
factory.

The author, a professional engi-
neer and test equipment designer,
covers everything needed to fully

Continuing
videotapes,
various Panasonic,
training materials

ESP/Publications

in our training
programs,

Technics
catalog

Matsushita
2B-6

efforts, we are offering an extensive
service bulletin manuals and technical

and Quasar products. For a free
for 1987, write to:

Services Company
 50 Meadowland Parkway  Seca

library of training
publications for
copy of our NEW

ict is. N.J. 07094
Circle (10) on Reply Card
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understand and apply the princi-
ples of electronic test equipment
troubleshooting and repair.

Revised and expanded, this
guide brings the reader up to date
on the newest digital equipment
and state-of-the-art troubleshoot-
ing and repair techniques.
Published by Tab Books Inc., Blue Ridge Sum-
mit, PA 17214; 717-794-2191.

68000, 68010, 68020 Primer, by
Stan Kelly -Bottle and Bob
Fowler; Howard W. Sams, 368
pages, $21.95 paperback.

This primer begins with an intro-
duction to the 68000 chips and why
they are one of the most powerful
microprocessors currently on the
market. The book progresses to
the architecture of the chips, how
to program in Assembly language,
how to utilize the 68000 to its
fullest, what makes files lock and
how to minimize the problem, how
code mapping works, how to use
various instructions and registers,
and how the chips are used in
multi-user systems.

It is written in the Waite Group's
authoritative primer style, with
everything you need to know
about the 68000 family and its im-
portant programming features.
Actual programming examples are
presented throughout the book
and a tear -out card lets you keep
instructions close for easy
reference.
Published by Howard W. Sams & Company,
4300 W. 62nd Street, Indianapolis, IN 46268;
317-298-5400.

FM Atlas and Station Directory;
Bruce F. Elving, Publisher, 164
pages, $8.95 plus .55 postage.

This revised 10th edition of the
FM Atlas and Station Directory is
designed to make it easier for FM
radio -equipped travelers, or those
who dial around from home, to
tune in their favorite sounds.

The book features 77 pages of
maps showing exact station loca-
tions, call letters and frequencies,
as well as directories arranged by
frequency and geography. The
directories give full technical and
programming data on some 5,000
FM radio stations of the United
States, Canada and Mexico.
Listed, too, are stations having an

SCA subcarrier, and what they use
this closed-circuit service for. Low -
power FM translators are shown,
giving their frequency and call let-
ters of the full -service station they
rebroadcast. Educational, public
and religious stations are shown,
as are commercial stations.
Published by Bruce F. Elving, P.O. Box 24,
Adolph, MN 55701; 218-879.7676.

ST Disk Drives-Inside and Out;
Abacus Software, 403 pages,
$24.95.

This book includes chapters on
files, files structures and data
management. It thoroughly dis-
cusses the floppy disk, the hard
and the RAM disk both from a pro-
gramming and a technical perspec-
tive. In addition, the reader will
find several full-length utilities and
programming tools that enable
him to further explore the ST disk
drives.
Published by Abacus Software, 2201
Kalamazoo S.E., Box 7211, Grand Rapids, MI
49510; 616-241-5510.

Electronic Devices, Circuits and
Systems -3rd Edition by Michael
M. Cirovic and James H. Harter,
Prentice -Hall, 444 pages, $37.95
hardbound.

The purpose of this book is
threefold: first to introduce a
variety of semiconductor devices
(integrated circuits and discrete
devices), their basic operation, and
their characteristics; second, to il-
lustrate how these devices are
used in simple electronic circuits,
as well as how these circuits are
analyzed and designed; third, to
present complex electronic sys-
tems as simple extensions and ex-
amples of the use of devices and
simple circuits. The prerequisites
for understanding the material are
basic college mathematics (alge-
bra) and a basic course in elec-
tronic circuits.

Part I presents the basic physics
and physical principles that make
understanding the operation of
electronic devices possible. This is
a brief description, not a mathe-
matical discussion, leading to the
terminal characteristics of devices.
The terminal characteristics di-
rectly lead to and suggest biasing
schemes that follow. With the de-
vices properly biased, terminal

characteristics under signal condi-
tions are presented, leading to the
use of models and equivalent cir-
cuits in the systematic analysis of
circuits containing devices.

Part II deals with applying the
devices introduced in Part I in sim-
ple circuits. Methods of analysis
stressing approximations and
practical considerations are used,
and some design problems also are
illustrated.

In Part III more complex elec-
tronic circuits and systems are
described. In some cases, actual
circuits are examined; in other
cases block diagrams are used.
Published by Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, NJ 07632; 800-223-2336.

Troubleshooting & Repair of
Audio Equipment, by John D.
Lenk; Howard W. Sams,
181 pages, $21.95 paperback.

A simplified, practical system of
troubleshooting for the many
types of audio equipment now
available. This 81/2"x11" book con-
centrates on modern audio equip-
ment found in home -entertain-
ment systems, including inte-
grated amplifiers, linear -tracking
turntables, cassette decks with
noise -reduction, AM/FM-stereo
tuners with PLL frequency syn-
thesis and compact disc players. It
is assumed that the reader is
familiar with the basics of elec-
tronics, including audio.

Instead of trying to provide
details on specific products, this
book concentrates on trouble-
shooting/repair approaches that
can be applied to any audio compo-
nent (both those now in use and
those to be designed and manufac-
tured in the future).

The approach here is to break
each audio component down into
its various circuits or sections. All
modern audio components have
certain circuits and/or sections in
common (such as microprocessor
system control, front -panel operat-
ing controls and indicators,
amplifiers, and so on) as well as
special circuits unique to a particu-
lar type of component (such as the
oscillators that provide bias and
erase currents for cassette decks).

A separate chapter is devoted to
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each audio component. Individual
chapters are divided into sections
with a consistent format. Using
this chapter/section approach, the
reader can quickly locate informa-
tion needed to troubleshoot a mal-
functioning component.
Published by Howard W. Sams & Company,
4300 W. 62nd St.. Indianapolis, IN 46268;
317-298-5400.

Electronics Math, by R. Jesse
Phagan, Tab Books, 256 pages,
$15.45 paperback, $22.95
hardbound.

This book treats mathematics as
a practical electronics tool. The
mathematics covered is basic and
useful to the technician. It con-
tains sample problems that illus-
trate how each procedure is per-
formed when working out an elec-
tronic design problem. Because
math is so basic to our industry,
ES&T is bringing this book to your
attention for the second time; it
first was reviewed, briefly, in the
April 1987 issue.

The text leads the reader from
the basics of scientific notation
through the principles of ac and do
circuit math and on to trans-
formers, and inductive and capaci-
tive reactance. In the process,
these other concepts are intro-
duced: use of the oscilloscope for
measuring phase shift, the theory
and applications of time constants
used in R -L circuits, and a short
course in understanding power
supplies and how to measure them
and make modifications when
necessary.

Some of the highlights of the
book include a chapter covering
the use of the j -operator for solv-
ing complex circuits, and coverage
of R -C waveshaping and how -tos
for calculating resonance frequen-
cy and more.
Published by Tab Books, Blue Ridge Summit,
PA 17214; 717-794-2191.

Digital Circuits, by Kenneth
Muchow, Anthony Zeppa and
Bill Deem; Prentice -Hall, 390
pages, $34.95 hardbound.

Within the last decade there
have been rapid technological ad-
vances in the computer field. The
need for clear, comprehensive and
practical information on currently
available digital devices has grown

just as rapidly. The book tries to
close the gap between academic in-
struction and current industrial
practices in digital electronics.

A thorough introduction to digi-
tal circuit concepts related to mini-
computer and microcomputer ap-
plications is presented. Real off -
the -shelf circuits are used in prob-
lems and examples.

This text is written for students
in technical schools, community
colleges and universities, and for
electronics technicians currently
employed in the field of digital
computers.

Subject matter covered includes
computer number systems and
math, description of logic gates,
logic circuits, MSI and LSI cir-
cuits.
Published by Prentice -Hall, Englewood Cliffs.
NJ 07632; 800-223.2336.

Op -Amp Handbook -2nd
Edition, by Fredrick W. Hughes;
Prentice -Hall, 308 pages, $31.95
hardbound.

This revised and updated edition
provides a direct, easy -to -read ap-
proach for developing basic under-
standing and practical skills in
working with op -amps. The book is
designed for the electronics stu-
dent, technician, and engineer, but
does not require background
knowledge beyond fundamental
algebra and basic ac/dc circuit
theory.

Beginning with an explanation
of what an op -amp is, how it
works, and its important charac-
teristics am parameters, the text
then descri es the basic op -amp
circuit co 'figurations. Basic
signal-proce 3sing circuits and op -
amp oscilla tors in the form of
various wav eform generations are
fully desert ed.

Necessar3 formulas are included
to aid in the understanding of the
function of the op -amp in wave-
form generating circuits.

The book includes a discussion of
basic op -amp testing and trouble-
shooting te2hniques.
Published by Prentice -Hall Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, NJ 07632; 800-223-2336.
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Although you can sometimes get along
without them, testing accessories like
the clips and probes shown here, and
the transformers discussed in the text,
may be helpful, or even essential, in get-
ting to the root of a problem.

Circuits for electronic measurements
The circuits described here, which can

be used to help in taking measurements
during troubleshooting, are reproduced
with permission of the publisher,
Howard W. Sams & Company, from
"Electronic Test Instruments: A User's
Sourcebook," by Robert Witte, Copy-
right 1987, reviewed in May 1987 ES&T.

The information shown here consti-
tutes part of Chapter 7 of the book titled
"Circuits for Electronic Measurement."

Electronic circuits are usually
the devices that are to be char-
acterized or measured. The volt-
ages or currents of some circuit
that already has been designed
and built often are measured in
order to evaluate or repair the

circuit. In other cases, i? may be
necessary or convenient to de-
sign and construct a simple cir-
cuit in order to perform the
measurement. These circuits to
aid electronic measurement
generally fall into two cate-
gories: circuits that produce the
measurement parameter (volt-
age or current) and circuits
which condition a voltage or cur-
rent that already exists.

Resistance measurement -
indirect method

Modern ohmmeters (or multi -
meters) provide a ccnvenient
and accurate means of measur-

ing resistance values. For most
applications, this is the fastest
and easiest way to make resis-
tance measurements. There are
other situations, however, where
the ohmmeter is not capaole of
making the desired resistance
measurement. Remember that
the ohmmeter requires that all
power sources be removed from
the circuit under test. For meas-
uring devices such as the input
and output resistance of an am-
plifier, this is not possible. In
fact, there is no single resistor
to be measured because the in-
put and output resistance of an

Continued on page 24
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Test accessories
and circuits By Conrad o.,,,on

in performing any kind of product
service, there are certain essen-
tials: You must have enough infor-
mation to understand, at least in
general, how the product works,
and what the observed failure
symptoms indicate. If the product
is at all complex and its operation
obscure, you probably will require
some kind of test equipment.

In most cases of product service,
you also will need some kind of
tools to disassemble the unit to get
to the failed section in order to
remove failed parts and to install
replacement parts. You also need
the replacement parts, of course.

In addition, there are servicing
accessories that you may wish to
have, or in some cases some ac-
cessories that you absolutely must
have in order to test and repair the
unit you're working on. You may
also find that there are instances
where circuitry that you can con-
struct will make possible valuable
tests that you couldn't otherwise
perform.

Testing accessories may be as
simple as the test clips and test
leads shown on the cover, or they
may be as complex as signal gener-
ators and pattern generators. This
article will concentrate on the
benefits that the use of trans-
formers can bring to the test
bench: isolation from the line and
voltage variation.

Keeping your cool
with a hot chassis

Most, if not all, TV sets manu-
factured in the past 10 years for
use in the United States have a hot
chassis; that is, one that is directly
connected to the ac power line
without the benefit of transformer
line isolation. Because of this fact,
if you hook up a test equipment.
probe that is tied back to earth
ground to some of these sets, you
will damage the television, and
possibly the test device. The
following paragraphs will explain
why televisions are so designed,
what happens when you hook up a
piece of grounded test equipment,
and how to avoid this source of
damage.

Back in the '70s, when the OPEC
countries had a stranglehold on
the petroleum supply, when people
were waiting in line for gas, and
everyone was being exhorted to
extinguish unnecessary lights (and
maybe suffer a little discomfort by
keeping the thermostat set at an
energy -saving level), IT manufac-
turers were being urged to in-
crease the efficiency of televisions.
The TV manufacturers responded
by pledging to produce televisions
that consumed less than 100W, in
contrast to existing TVs that

might use 150W to 200W or more.
That might not seem like a big
deal, but if you multiply that sav-
ings by the average number of
hours a set is watched, times the
millions of TV sets in use in this
country, the savings add up. This
resulted in today's hot chassis
televisions, and increased prob-
lems for servicers.

In many older televisions, the ac
power line came into a trans-
former. This provided isolation
from the ac line: The only connec-
tion between the primary and sec -

Continued on page 25

Note: _ = earth ground /f7 = chassis

Figure 1. In a '2 -wave rectifier hot -ground television, one side of the ac line is con-
nected directly to the chassis.

Figure 2. Connecting an oscilloscope or other grounded test instrument to the
chassis of a bridge -rectifier television creates a short-circuit path to earth ground,
usually damages components in the TV power supply, and may damage the test in-
strument.
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amplifier is the equivalent resis-
tance looking into the input or
output of the amplifier. This
equivalent resistance depends
on the active components
(usually transistors) and bias cir-
cuits inside the amplifier. The
circuit must have power applied
to measure the input or output
resistance accurately.

Voltage divider
One way to measure a resistor

is to use an indirect method,
which measures circuit parame-
ters other than the unknown re-
sistance and then uses them to
compute the unknown value.
Consider our old friend the volt-
age divider, shown in Figure 1.
The voltage divider equation for
this circuit is:

VL = vSRL

(R5+ RL)

Rearranging, RL and RS can be
found in terms of the other
values:

RL = VLRS

(VS - VL)

RS = RL (Vs- 11
`V L I

So, for instance, if VL , VS and R5
are known, the value of RL can
be determined.

Output impedance
Suppose the output resis-

tance of a signal source (or am
plifier) is to be measured. An
ohmmeter cannot be used be-
cause the source must be
powered up during the measure-
ment. The source's output can
be modeled as the circuit shown
in Figure 2A, which is a voltage
source with a series resistance
representing the output resis-
tance. The value of VS can be
determined by measuring the
output voltage of the source
under open -circuit conditions.
(Of course, the level of the
source depends on its control
settings, but for a given instru-
ment state, V5 will be constant.)
A known load resistor can then

be connected to the output of
the source and VL can be
measured. VL should always be
less than or equal to V, , due to
the loading effect.

Figure 1. The voltage divider circuit can
be used for measuring the value of an
unknown resistance.

(A) The circuit model for the source

(B) The source with a resistive load
connected

Figure 2. Using the indirect method to
measure the output resistance of a
signal source.

Some experimentation may
be required to determine a suit-
able value for the load resistor.
If RL is too large, indicated by VL
being very close to or the same
as VS , then the circuit is not be-
ing loaded enough. If RL is too
small, indicated by VL being only
a small fraction of V5 , the
source may become too heavily
loaded and may no longer oper-
ate within specification. In gen-
eral, with a suitable value for RL ,

VL should be no more than 90%
of VS and no less than 50% of
V. Loading the source such that
VL is 50% of VS eliminates the
need for any further calculation
because, under this condition,
RS equals RL.

This technique works on a
variety of devices that can be
modeled as a voltage source
with an internal series resis-
tance. Examples are signal
sources, batteries and (the out-
put of) amplifiers. The same
concepts apply whether the volt-
ages involved are dc or ac. In the
ac case, it is important to note
that the output impedance must
be resistive. Fortunately, this is
true for many of the output im-
pedances that are measured.
Some devices (batteries, for ex-
ample) will not tolerate heavy
loading; measure them with as
little loading as possible.
Example 1 - The output resis-
tance of an amplifier is to be
determined, using the indirect
method. A sine wave source was
connected to the input, causing
a 2V rms ac voltage at the out-
put with no load (Figure 3). A
500Q load resistor connected to
the output caused the output
voltage to drop to 1.5V rms.
What is the output resistance of
the amplifier?

V5 is equal to the open circuit
(no load) voltage, so VS = 2V
rms. VL was measured at 1.5V
rms, and RL is 500Q. (Note that
rms values are used for VS and
VL. Zero -to -peak or peak -to -peak
also could be used as long as
they are used consistently.)

RS = 500 2 - 11 = 1674
(1.5

Continued on page 26
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ondary was through magnetic in-
duction. But transformers are
around 60% efficient, which means
that they waste energy, so they
had to go.

Besides isolation, however, the
transformer, if it had a center tap,
afforded full -wave rectification
with just two diodes.

Today's more efficient televi-
sions, minus the isolation trans-
former, have "hot" chassis: They
are connected to the power line
with no isolation.

Some of these units, ordinarily
the smaller screen units that in-
herently consume small amounts
of power, use 1/2 -wave rectifica-
tion. That is, a single diode passes
the positive -going portion of the ac
sine wave and discards the
negative -going portion (see Figure
1). Here, one side of the ac line is
connected to the metal chassis.

With this scheme there is no
problem connecting grounded test
equipment as long as the TV
chassis is at ground potential
through the common side of the ac
line. Most TV sets manufactured
like this have a polarized plug that
assures that the television will
be connected this way. If the plug
is not polarized, it's a simple
matter to use an ac voltmeter to
take a reading from the chassis to
the ac ground. A high ac voltage
reading indicates that you need to
turn the plug around before you
begin testing.

Sometimes you must use
an isolation transformer

Elimination of the transformer
greatly improved efficiency, but in
many cases throwing away half of
the ac power by using a 1/2 -wave
rectifier is unacceptably ineffi-
cient. In these cases, the solution
is to use a full -wave bridge rec-
tifier. This is a great solution to
the problem of inefficiency. Unfor-
tunately, because of the way the
bridge rectifier works, the chassis
of whatever has a bridge rectifier
in its power supply is at half the
line potential, no matter which
way the plug is turned.

That's a serious problem for the
technician. If you connect a piece
of test equipment, say an oscillo-
scope, that has a grounded test
probe, to chassis ground, you will,
in effect bypass one of the diodes
in the rectifier.

The effect of connecting this

HOT
o

NEUT

ISOLATION
TRANSFORMER
r -

_L

EARTH
GROUND

o

«< 1
m

Figure 3. The correct way to connect a test instrument to a unit that uses a bridge
rectifier is to connect the unit under test to the ac line through an isolation
transformer.

Figure 4. The benefit of using an isolation transformer may be negated if you con-
nect more than one TV set to the transformer.

grounded test probe can be seen in
Figure 2. On the first negative
1/2 -cycle of the line ac, the diode
will be forward biased by 120V
with nothing to limit the current.
The diode will try hard to do what
it is asked to do in this case: pass
infinite current. It will not be able
to do this, and will fail catastrophi-
cally. If the TV set you're testing
did not have a problem when you
started, it does now.

In addition, the high current
passing through the common test

lead may be higher than the rating
of the ground -return circuit in the
test equipment, causing it to be
damaged as well.

One way to overcome this prob-
lem would be to defeat the third -
wire ground to the test equipment
by, for example, cutting the third -
wire ground connector. DON'T.
For one thing, now you have a
shock hazard between the case of
the test device and anything con-
nected to earth ground. For

Continued on page 27
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SIGNAL

SOURCE
AMPLIFIER V5=2 VOLTS RMS

(A) A source is connected to the Input of the amplifier to produce an ac voltage at
the amplifier's output.

SIGNAL

SOURCE (\i AMPLIFIER qp Rt Vt=1.5 VOLTS RMS

(B) The output amplifier is loaded with a resistor and the output voltage is
measured.

Figure 3. The output resistance of an amplifier is to be measured.

r
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(A) The input of an amplifier is
modeled as a resistor.

SOURCE

r
AMPLIFIER

RL=INPUT RESISTANCE
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(B) A voltage source with nonzero output resistance is connected to the amplifier
input.
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TOTAL Rs I AMPLIFIER
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OUTPUT
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ADDITIONAL
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INPUT

RESISTANCE
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J
(C) It may be necessary to increase the loading effect by adding additional

resistance in series with the output of the source.

Figure 4. the indirect method can be used to determine the input resistance of a
device.

Input resistance
Another problem is measur-

ing the input resistance of de-
vices, such as amplifiers and fil-
ters. The input of an amplifier
can be modeled as a single re-
sistor, as shown in Figure 4A. If
a source is connected to such
an input, a voltage divider re-
sults, with the input resistance
of the amplifier acting as the
load resistor (Figure 4B). With
such a connection, neither RS
nor RL can be varied. This is ac-
ceptable if a suitable amount of
loading occurs (VL being 50% to
90% of Vs). More often, an addi-
tional resistance is inserted in
series with the output resis-
tance of the source (Figure 4C).
This resistor can be chosen
(with some experimentation) to
provide a reasonable amount of
loading. For calculation pur-
poses, the new RS is the
source's output resistance plus
the added resistor. The open cir-
cuit voltage of the source (Vs)
and the loaded voltage (VL) are
measured, and RL is computed.
When using an additional series
resistor, it is important to meas-
ure VL across RL (and not across
the output of the source).
Another measurement limita-
tion is input capacitance, espe-
cially in circuits with high input
impedance. Generally, this
method is practical for input im-
pedances up to 100k4, and for
frequencies less than 20kHz.
Example 2 -The input resis-
tance of an amplifier is to be
measured using the indirect
method. A sine wave source
with open circuit voltage of 0.2V
zero -to -peak and an output re-
sistance of 600Q is connected to
the amplifier using a 10k4 resis-
tor. The voltage at the input of
the amplifier is 0.12V zero -to -

peak. Determine the input resis-
tance of the amplifier.

RS, for our calculation, is the
sum of the source's output re-
sistance and the additional
10k4 resistor. RS = 10.6k4, VS
= 0.2V and VL = 0.12V.

RL = VLRS = 0.12(10.6k52)

Vs-VL 0.2-0.12
= 15.9k4
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another, a return to earth ground
for the test unit may be necessary
to insure the integrity of the
shielding.

The isolation transformer
The correct way to connect a

test instrument to a unit that uses
a bridge rectifier in the power sup-
ply is to connect the unit under
test to the ac line through an isola-
tion transformer (see Figure 3).
The isolation transformer isolates
the chassis from the ac line and
essentially breaks that ground -
return path so that diode D2 is no
longer bypassed, and the bridge
rectifier operates as it should.

One at a time please
An isolation transformer made

expressly for servicing will have
only one outlet. The reason for this
is that if you plug more than one
hot chassis television into the same
transformer, you're bringing back
the same problem you were trying
to eliminate by using the isolation
transformer in the first place. You
will damage equipment (see Figure
4). So, if you happen to be using an
isolation transformer with more
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Figure 5. A variable transformer may help in troubleshooting regulator and shutdown
circuits, as evidenced by this service literature.

than one outlet, use only one of the
outlets at a time.

Variable transformers
There are times when you would

like to apply a lower -than -normal
voltage to a consumer electronics
product; for example, to determine

the set's reaction to brownout con-
ditions. Or you might want to start
with a low voltage during servic-
ing in order to avoid damage to the
unit under test.

KEEP THIS IN MIND: An auto -
transformer (Variac is the best

Continued on page 47
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We all know how
to solder

By Larry Critchlow, the Old Timer Electronics servicing technicians
rely daily on an ability to make a
good solder joint. Whether you
learned in school or at the bench,
you know the rules. Items to be
soldered must be pre -tinned or
cleaned and fluxed, and the ap-
propriate heat must be applied.
Enough heat must be applied to
raise the temperature of all parts
involved above the melting point
of the solder. You know when you
have made a good solder joint; it's
nice and shiny and flowing on all
surfaces. Getting sufficient heat in
the proper place is not always
easy, especially if the part to be
soldered has a large bulk and acts
as a heat sink. Transformer lugs
mounted on printed circuits are a
good example. They're a good ex-
ample because you resoldered a
thousand of them last year. Half
the work in today's TV shop in-
volves tracking down and resolder-
ing improperly made solder joints.
Good solder joints don't go bad.
Rest assured, the joint you're
resoldering today was no good the
day it was made. Look inside an
antique radio from the '20s. You
will see soldering, done by hand 60
years ago, good as new. They
knew how to solder.

The advent of the printed circuit
in the '50s and their almost exclu-
sive use today in no way changed
the rules of soldering. But some of
the rules have been ignored along
the way. We were told a new level
of reliability had been reached.
Substitute standardization, preci-
sion, and many other adjectives. In
reality, what was accomplished
was a huge cost saving for the
manufacturer. All of the leads of
all of the components are now ma-
chine soldered in the wink of an
eye. A common method, aptly called
wave soldering, involves a tray of
molten solder being agitated so
that ripples appear on the surface.
A wave of hot solder washes
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across the underside of the printed
circuit, neatly catching every lead
and foil. It's a marvelous system.
It's quick. It saves labor. It doesn't
cook the board. It doesn't overheat
the components. Oh yes, one more
thing it doesn't do: It doesn't give
the extra time and heat required
for a good joint on the heavier
parts. Bulky items like transfor-
mers, iron core chokes, electrolytic
cans, heat sinks, even power tran-
sistor pins do not solder properly.
Some makers add these parts last
and solder by hand, but the trend
toward complete automation and
single board TV sets assures that
poor solder joints are here to stay.

By way of illustration, here are
some classic cases to watch for:
1. All Zenith 9-160 modules: The
horizontal output transistor and
heat sink don't get soldered well,
developing open or intermittent
connections.
2. Sylvania D14 -D16 chassis: filter
cans on the printed circuits.
3. GE "Griplets": a unique connec-
tion between top and bottom foils
on a printed circuit. They hardly
ever get soldered well on the com-
ponent side.
4. Color and B&W imports: flyback
transformer pins.
5. Magnavox T-952: filters and
tube sockets.
6. All convergence boards: Check
shell connections on small pots.

Here's a familiar case: Someone
is describing a problem with his
XL -100. "Something's loose in my
television. When I walk across the
floor, the picture collapses into a
line." You immediately think ver-
tical trouble, but his gesturing in-
dicates loss of horizontal sweep.

Your iron should be already
heating as you probe the sweep
mother board. You know what to
look for. You don't waste time
tweaking resistors and capacitors.
You go right for the big stuff. This
chassis has four heavy transform-

ers, mounted only by their solder
lugs, on an upright panel (this set
doesn't even have gravity going
for it).

We all know what the trouble is,
but limited access to the wiring
side of the board makes this a dif-
ficult repair. Worse still, too much
probing will polish up the corroded
joint and you may lose the symp-
tom when you need it most. Get
out the schematic with the phan-
tom view of the mother board and,
staying on the component side, use
a clip lead to work around the
suspected area. Most terminals are
readily available on this side. Fre-
quently you can make a fix by add-
ing a jumper, bypassing the defec-
tive solder joint.

Sloppy workmanship, you say?
We fix one thing and already have
the back cover half on. Doesn't our
keen knowledge of the situation
demand more? We described 50
bad solder joints in detail and only
fixed one. The rest are there, we
all know it.

If you want this television to run
into the next century, you feel, you
must do more: complete
disassembly and inspection. At
least solder the connections that
look funny. At least resolder the
terminals on the heavy com-
ponents. Hold on! The next con-
nection to act up is the one that
looks okay today. We recognize
good soldering when we are doing
it, but second guessing 10 -year -old
joints is chancy. Many of the joints
will fail completely when heated,
and not resolder at all without
scraping and refluxing, and some
added jumper wires will surely be
needed. Lifted and broken foils
and all, this could turn out to be a
half -day's work.

There's another rule about
soldering and resoldering. You
have to know when to stop.

ELENCO PRODUCTS
AT DISCOUNT PRICES!

20 MHz Dual Trace
$359.95

Two lx, 10x 100
and manual included.

35 MHz $499.95

I.._I
Oscilloscope

MO -1251

MHz probes, diagrams
Write for specs

MO -1252

GF-8016 Function Generator
with freq. counter

P

$239.95
Sine, Square, Triangle
Pulse, Ramp, .2 to 2 MHz
Frequency .1 thru 10 MHz

GF-8015 without freq. meter $179

Triple Power

0-20V @ 1A0
-2

5V
A

@5A

$159.95
Fully regulated,
with 2

Supply XP -660

+0-

short circuit protected
limit cont. 3 separate supplies

3 Amp Power Supply
__ _-_ __ _ .

¿-MI

Fully regulated, short circuit
current limit control

XP -650

0-40V @ 1.5A
0-20V @ 3A

$129.95
protected

Color Convergence Generator

SG -200
áa1"ag= $69.95

°'°°"`^ ps" Finest in the industry
10 rock steady patterns

Multimeter with Capacitance
and Transistor Tester

Model CM1500A
with case

$64.95
Reads volts, ohms, current.

III,.
 e- vacapacitors, transistors, diodes

Digital LCR Meter $148.95
Model LC -1800
Measures: Inductors
Capacitors, Resistors
Inductors.luH to 200H
Capacitor .1Pf to 200uF
Resistor .01 Ohms to 20M Ohms
Ranges 6 Ind, 7 cap, 7 res

Ter. 11~C+ S Sales, 8744 W North
VISA

Niles, IL 60648 800-292-7711
312-459-9040 ASK FOR CATALOG
Add 5% P&H ($10 Max per item) Í

IL Res., add 7°%o sales tax

Circle (13) on Reply Card
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Symptoms and cures compiled from field reports
of recurring troubles

r

Chassis - Quasar ADTS-980
PHOTOFACT -2115-1

Q452
COLLECTOR

D453

INCREASED

R453
1.8

D452
3

R452
180

TO
VERT YOKE

0451 VERT OUT

Symptom-Very little height
Cure-Check critical resistors. Replace R452 if the val-
ue has increased.

1 r Chassis-Quasar ADTS-980 2
PHOTOFACT-2115-1

Chassis-Quasar ADTS-980 3
PHOTOFACT -2115-1

Q452
COLLECTOR

D453

R452
180

R451
180

R453
1.8

D452

OPEN

TO
VERT YOKE

Q451 VERT OUT

Symptom-Top 1" to 2" of picture is missing; vertical
linearity is very poor.
Cure-Check all vertical -circuit capacitors. Replace
C451, if open.

Chassis - Quasar ADTS-976
PHOTOFACT- 2036-2

0301 VIDEO PART OF
EMITTER SW301
FOLLOWER NORMAL -e-SE RV10E

R311
560

SHORTED

R107
220K

C3151 R312
0.00271 390

1

TO R327 +12.0V

Symptom-Extremely bright picture with retrace lines.
Cure - Check SW301, resistors and Q301. Replace Q301,
if shorted.

5

r

JiL

VERT
YOKE

OPEN

C453 R455
22 F D457 180

CHANGE TO
2200

REMOVE
R456

0453 VERT BLANK

Symptom-The picture has vertical -retrace lines.
Cure-Check Q453 and replace, change R460 from 3904
to 2,200Q and remove R456.

Chassis-Quasar ADTS-980 4
PHOTOFACT-2115.1

D551

C557

/4.7pF`m1/
OPEN

+129V

4

T551
FLYBACK

+187V
Y7

HV

FOCUS

Symptom-Bright, smeared picture; sometimes "jail
bars" on left side of screen.
Cure-Check all video B+ capacitors. Replace C557, if
open.

Chassis - Quasar LDTS-989
PHOTOFACT - 2045-1

AC

R801
1.2
JV

7W

TO D801

R818
D809 D807 180K

OPEN

N N .w 148V
SOURCE

C802
R8141

4.7PFÍ
220K

1

Symptom-60Hz noise band in picture on VHF low -
band channels.
Cure-Check power -supply electrolytics; replace C802,
if open.

6

ti

J

1
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MAIN SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM, Zenith D2500W chassis

Product safety should be considered when component replacement is made in any area of a
receiver. The shaded areas of the schematic diagram designate the components in which safety is
of special significance. It is recommended that only exact cataloged parts be used for replacement
of these components.

Use of substitute replacement parts that do not have the same safety characteristics as recom-
mended in factory service Information may create shock, fire, excessive x-radiation or other
hazards.

a

This schematic is for the use of qualified technicians only. This instrument contains no user -
serviceable parts.

The other portions of this schematic may be found on other Profax pages.

This portion of the main schematic, Zenith chassis 02500W, has been turned at right angle to fit the
alloted space.
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Ili low- VOltage Most professional servicers know
that the first place to look forpower upp yfaults in malfunctioning electronic

Every servicing organization that
keeps records of equipment failure
over time will report that a large
percentage of actual repair actions
(as opposed to "no fault found" ac-
tions) involve the low -voltage do
power supply.

This problem is so commonplace,
and is such a logistics headache,
that the U.S. Navy now has a
power supply standard that limits
the maximum junction tempera-
ture of semiconductor devices to
110°C, and also limits the power
per unit of volume (W/in3).

Both of these points should tell
servicers that heat is the great
killer of power supplies-and
either reducing the load, or other-
wise getting rid of the heat, will
pay your customers rich dividends.

Why not the scope?
Most services probably think

first of the bench multimeter for
troubleshooting the supply. Yet
the same professionals will tell you
that the oscilloscope is their most
useful piece of test equipment. The
question is: Why can't the scope
also be used to troubleshoot the do
power supply? The answer: It can
be used for this work, and in fact is
superior to the multimeter for this
purpose. After all, when dc -
coupled, it will measure the do out-
put voltage to as good a resolution
as is needed for the job at hand
(the difference between 26.2V and
26.234Vdc is not usually important

c---\ for determining the health of the
(B) power supply).

V = 12.6 Vac RMS Complications from the
V = 17.82 Vac PEAK transformer

V = 35.64 Vac PEAK -TO -PEAK The typical low -voltage do power
supply will have a transformer to
step-down the 120Vac line voltage
to some lower voltage. The exact
value of the transformer secon-
dary voltage, of course, depends

sing the scope
to troubleshoot the

By Joseph J. Carr, CET, MSEE

Figu:rca 1A.

CT

Figure B.

(A)

V=?

Figure 1. The output of the power transforme' (1A) will be a sine wave or nearly
so. If the transformer is center tapped (1E), carefully determine if the output
voltage specrication is across the ent re secondary from one end of the
transformer to the tap.
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(A)
D1

(B)

upon the dc output potential of the
supply. The output of the trans-
former will be a sine wave or near-

sine wave (See Figure 1A). The
transformer voltage ratings some-
times yield some confusing results
for the troubleshooter. For exam-
ple, consider the standard 12.6Vac
transformer (Figure 1B). The rat-
ed voltage of a transformer is the
rms potential across the entire sec-
ondary, unless otherwise specified.

If you use a reasonably good
quality ac voltmeter, then the
reading will be 12.6Vac across
points A -B, right? Not necessarily.
First, it should go without saying
that the input voltage will vary
somewhat, and that in turn
reflects variation in the secondary
voltage. Measurements made to
prepare this article showed a line
voltage of 123Vac rms at my
home, while at other times it has
been as low as 102Vac rms.

Second, the rated voltage of a
transformer assumes a minimum
load current being drawn. If you
measure a transformer with no
load, then expect a higher voltage
than the rated potential. Some
transformers are worse than
others in this respect, but all will
demonstrate the phenomenon to
some extent.

The problem is the internal resis-
tance of the secondary windings.
It's possible for a 12.6Vac, 20A
transformer to show 22Vac "rms"
on a digital ac voltmeter of good
quality, until a 500mA load is
placed across the secondary. The
load reduces the secondary poten-
tial to 12.6Vac rms, plus or minus
line fluctuation.

If the transformer is center -

tapped, as in Figure 1B, then the
rating of the secondary must be
scrutinized to determine the actual
voltage. For example, "12.6Vac

Figure 2. A dc power supply may use one of these forms of rectifier: (A) 1/2 -wave, (B)
full -wave, using a center -tapped transformer, or (C) full -wave bridge rectifier.

Figure 3. A 1/2 -wave
rectifier produces an
output waveform that
looks like that shown
in (A). Where the in-
put waveform goes
negative. that half cy-
cle is just discarded.
A full -wave rectifier
produces a positive
pulse on every half
cycle (B).

Figure 4. This is the power supply that was used to make the measurements and
generate the waveforms used in this article.

C.T." means that 12.6Vac appears
across A -B, while the potential
readings from CT -A and CT -B will
be 6.3Vac rms each.

The scope-a peak -to -peak
reading instrument

Another point of confusion is
found when measuring the voltage
across the transformer secondary
with an oscilloscope. Most ac me-
ters are rms-reading devices (or

nearly so) for sine waves, unless
specifically designed for peak -to -

peak or peak -reading applications.
But the oscilloscope is inherently a
peak -to -peak reading instrument.
In Figure 1A, the horizontal line
denotes the OV baseline, while the
positive excursions are above the
line and negative excursions are
below the line (following the stan-
dard convention). The peak volt-
age is the potential between the
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(C)

Cl
(see text)

R1
1000

zero baseline and either peak,
while the peak -to -peak voltage is
the reading between a negative
peak and the adjacent positive
peak. The peak voltage is 1.414
multiplied by the rms voltage,
while the p -p voltage is 2.83 times
the rms voltage. On the scope, it is
easier to measure the p -p voltage,
so to correllate between scope and
meter readings you need to divide
the p -p reading obtained on the

like a
genie
¡Rom a

. magic
í` lmp...

m cm
eecwoni cs
makes your wishes
come tQue!
you get MORE than thRee wishes with the
new mcm catalog) pRoduct selection,
competitive ppices, Cast deliveRy - they all
come tRUe.

But don't stop thew! wish POP otheR things
like convenient toll-FRee oQdeQing, technical
advice, new and halló -to -Find items ... we'll
make them come roue, too)

make the new mcm catalog youi2 manic lamp
.. call today POP you ¡nee copy.

1-800-543-4330
1-800-762-4315 in Ohio

1-800-858-1849 in alaska ano hawal I

MCM ELECTRONICS
858 E. CONGRESS PARK DR.
CENTERVILLE, OH 45459

A PREMIER Company

SOURCE NO. ES -24
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scope by 2.83. Similarly, multiply-
ing the rms reading on the meter
by 2.83 gives you the approximate
p -p voltage to expect on the scope
screen.

Rectifying ac to do
The ac voltage provided by the

transformer is useless for most
electronic circuits, so you need to
provide a rectifier to convert bipol-
ar ac to unipolar pulsating dc. (Fig-
ure 2 shows the various forms of
rectifier, while Figure 3 shows the
waveforms that the scope will
show when connected across load
resistor R.) The rectifier in Figure
2A is the 1/2 -wave rectifier, and it
produces the waveform shown in
Figure 3A. Note that only the posi-
tive half of the applied ac sine
wave is applied, which causes a
certain amount of inefficiency in
this form of power supply.

The other two rectifiers are both
full -wave types, and they produce
the waveform shown in Figure 3B.
The rectifier shown in Figure 2B is
a conventional full -wave rectifier,
and depends upon the center -tap
of the transformer secondary
winding to provide a ground
reference.

The rectifier in Figure 2C is a
full -wave bridge. It does not re-
quire a center -tapped transformer,
but instead uses a node of the
bridge to provide the ground ref-
erence. The bridge rectifier is by
far the most commonly used in
modern electronic equipment in
which full -wave rectification is
used (there is still plenty of cheap
1/2 -wave rectified equipment out
there, however). It is the bridge
rectifier that formed the basis of
this article; Figure 4 shows the cir-
cuit of a do power supply that was
used in making the measurements
and waveform photographs. The
transformer was an 8.5Vac, lA
transformer, while the rectifiers
(CR1-CR4) were 1N400x-series
devices.

Figure 5 shows the normal
waveforms expected when the
scope probe is applied to points A
and B in Figure 4. Each waveform
is 1/2 -wave rectified, but they are
180° out of phase with each other.
This phasing reflects the fact that
the bridge rectifier is full -wave,
and therefore uses the entire 36'

A

Figure 5. The photo-
graph in (A) shows
the normal waveforms
expected when you ap-
ply the scope probe
to point A and point B
of the circuit of Fig-
ure 4. If for some
reason the load be-
comes disconnected,
the waveforms will
look like the ones
shown in (B).

A

Figure 6. The ac rip-
ple component of the
output of the power
supply will depend on
the value of the filter
capacitor. In (A), 500NF
of filter capacitance
was used, whereas
2,700NF produced the
waveform shown in (B).

A

Figure 7. A filtered
pulsating dc wave-
form in a normally
operating waveform
is shown in (A). If one
leg of the bridge (CR4
of Figure 4) is open
circuited, the ripple
amplitude will in-
crease and ripple fre-
quency will be half of
the frequency in the
normally operating
circuit.

of the input ac waveform.
Even with a single -trace oscillo-

scope you can tell that the circuit is
working correctly by the 1/2 -wave
trace. Figure 5B, on the other
hand, shows an anomaly. This
waveform showed up in a 50W rms
stereo receiver in which the print-
ed circuit trace from the positive
terminal of the bridge rectifier on
the power supply PC board was
cracked and peeled back because

of heat, and that fault effectively
removed the load from the recti-
fier. If you see a sine wave or near-

sine wave at the ac nodes of the
bridge (points A and B in Figure
4), then suspect that the load is
somehow disconnected.

Filtering pulsating dc
The full -wave, pulsating do

waveform shown in Figure 3B is
almost as useless for electronic
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B

equipment as ac is, so circuit de-
signers supply a filter capacitor,
such as Cl in Figure 4. Figure 6
shows two cases of a filtered pul-
sating dc output from the low -volt-
age power supply of Figure 4.

In both Figures 6A and 6B, the
horizontal white line was placed at
the OV line to provide a frame of
reference. The line was created ar-
tificially by adjusting the position
control for channel -2 of the scope,

and keeping the input selector in
the grounded position. The wave-
form, Figure 6A, represents the
case where 500µF of filter capaci-
tance was used. In this case, the
digital voltmeter read 12.03Vdc,
while the measurements on the
scope screen showed 10.8V be-
tween the OV baseline and the bot-
tom of the ripple waveform, and
12.4V to the peak of the ripple
waveform (resulting in a ripple

var azie or constant
speed ... from the
Maui to the Mini!
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up to .125 in size.
Accessories for any
application!
Adapt your drill to all your
exacting needs with over
100 high qua_ity drill bits,
grinding stonas and
wheels, saws, cutting
wheels, sanders, brushes.
polishers and other
accessories. Available in
"kits" or as separate items.
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demand Sterling quality.

W. HL CLIPPER CORPORATION
2900 Lot Street, Sterling, IL 61081
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Figure 8. A basic IC voltage regulator circuit that is based on the three terminal IC
regulator devices.

amplitude of 1.6V).
In Figure 6B, the filter capacitor

is increased to 2,700µF. The DVM
read 12.O1Vdc, while the scope
showed 12V between zero and the
bottom of the ripple waveform.
The ripple amplitude in Figure 6B
is 0.25V, or 15.6% of the ripple
amplitude generated when 500µF
was used for the filter. Obviously,
the greater the capacitance, the
less the ripple.

The general rule of thumb for
the value of capacitance needed in
a full wave supply is:

CµF = 1,000,000

Where:
CµF is the capacitance in micro -

farads;
RL is the load resistance (Vo/I0);
and
RF is the required ripple factor.

If the filter capacitor is open, a
fault that happens often, then you
should expect to see the pulsating
do waveform shown in Figure 3B
across the load resistor, instead of
the distinctive waveforms of
Figure 6. Where a certain amount
of judgement and experience is
needed, however, is in the case
where the filter capacitance is
reduced significantly. This fault
occurs sometimes in aluminum
electrolytics, especially in equip-
ment that has been sitting unused
for awhile.

Some professional service
literature (e.g., Sams Photofact)
shows the peak -to -peak readings
to expect across the filters, while
in other cases only experience or
hunches are available to aid the
troubleshooter.

416 RL (RF)

Figure 9. IC voltage regulators can provide the equivalent of having an impos-
sibly large filter capacitor in the circuit. (A) is the waveform at point A in Figure 8,
while the waveform of (B) is that seen at point B in the circuit, before the IC
regulator.

Figure 7 shows a pair of ripple
waveforms that is found in another
situation. Both waveforms were
made with the scope vertical input
ac -coupled: We are specifically
looking at ripple, rather than the
ripple plus do component. The top
waveform shows a filtered pulsat-
ing do waveform in a normally op-
erating do power supply.

In a full -wave rectified supply
the ripple frequency is twice the
line frequency, or 120Hz in the
United States. Figure 7B,
however, shows the same power
supply with one leg of the bridge
(CR4 of Figure 4) open -circuited.

The ripple amplitude is up, a fact
that also could be attributed to a

weak filter capacitor, but the rip-
ple frequency is one-half the ex-
pected frequency. On the scope
timebase (horizontal) line, you will
find that the ripple waveform on a
full -wave circuit will have a period
of 1/120Hz, or about 8.3mS. The
1/2 -wave rectified ripple waveform
resulting when a diode is opened
produced a period of 16.7mS on
the scope.

A lesson to be learned from this
example is to examine not just the
amplitude of the waveform, but
also its period/frequency. Also, if
its shape is wrong, then suspect a
fault (again, examine the dif-
ference between Figures 5A and
5B).
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Voltage regulated de power
supplies

Many types of currently made
consumer electronic equipment
use voltage regulated do power
supplies. This is due, in part, to the
nature of modern solid-state cir-
cuits - they tend to work better
when the power supply is voltage
regulated. Today, availability of IC
voltage regulators also must be
credited. It once was expensive to
regulate a supply, so many manu-
facturers made do with unregulat-
ed supplies.

Figure 8 shows a basic IC
voltage regulator circuit based on
the 3 -terminal IC regulator
devices. The measurements for
this article were taken with a 7805
device, which, for the purpose of
this article, is the same as the
LM -309 and LM -340T-05 devices,
all of which produce 5V output for
TTL digital circuits. Similar
devices are available in output
voltages to 24Vdc, both positive
and negative.

One effect of the voltage
regulator is to reduce greatly the
ripple of the power supply. In fact,
in 1964 a test equipment maker
was marketing a new regulated
bench supply (then a rarity) and
bragged that it had the "equivalent
of one farad of filtering." The volt-
age regulator produced a reduction
in ripple equivalent to what would
be obtained with 1,000,000 µF of
filter capacitance.

This effect is shown in Figure 9.
The upper trace, A, is taken at
point A in Figure 8, and
represents the output waveform
from the regulator. The bottom
trace is the filtered pulsating de at
the input of the regulator device
(point B in Figure 8). Both trace
photos were taken with the scope
vertical attenuator set to 0.1V/cm.

The bottom trace shows 160mV
of ripple, while the upper trace
shows no discernible ripple. In
fact, the scope showed no discerni-
ble ripple on all settings of the at-
tenuator except the 5mV/cm set-
ting, the most sensitive position. A
defective regulator will show a
high ripple on the output as well as
an incorrect voltage.

WARNING: Defective regula -
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tors can produce a higher than
normal voltage at the output of the
supply. That potential can damage
electronic circuits, so IM-
MEDIATELY turn off the equip-
ment if this result is found. If the
regulator is a simple IC type, then
it can be replaced and the circuit
inspected for damage.

Trobleshooting regulated
equipment

A current -limited, bench -power
supply is simple to use for
troubleshooting voltage regulated
equipment. Disconnect the
regulator, set the bench output
voltage to the same potential the
regulator is supposed to produce,
set the current limiting control to
the rated value produced by the
regulator, and then connect the
bench supply across the equipment
circuits. If the circuits are un-
damaged, then they will function
correctly. Next, place a load
resistor across the output of the
regulator (the equipment circuits
are still disconnected). It should
draw a current of 25% to 100% of
the normal load for that particular
supply. Measure the output
voltage and examine the
waveform across the load resistor.
If the regulator is operating cor-
rectly, then you may reconnect the
circuits to the replaced or repaired
regulator.

The oscilloscope is the profes-
sional servicer's instrument of
choice for most electronics
troubleshooting jobs. It should also
be the instrument of choice for do
power supply jobs. Use it in any
power supply where the actual
voltage (plus transients) does not
exceed the input voltage rating of
the scope vertical amplifiers. It
will work well on almost all low -
voltage dc power supplies, and
yields faster and more useful infor-
mation than the do meter in all but
a few cases. It can measure do
voltage, ripple and waveforms,
and can tell you whether or not the
circuit is working as specified. So,
next time you reach for your DMM
on a power -supply job, consider
the scope instead. You may find
another use for that versatile piece
of equipment. y

Literature

Oscilloscope literature
Tektronix has released a library

of support material for the 2225
50MHz portable oscilloscope. The
free material includes a demon-
stration videotape, a brochure, a
study guide titled "The XYZ's of
Using A Scope," and five technical
briefs on scope measurements.

Also available for a charge is an
operator's videotape that provides
details on scope usage and can be
used as a supplement for the man-
ual or for classroom instruction.

Circle (125) on Reply Card

Electronic chemicals catalog
Now available from Chemtronics

is the 1987 full -line catalog of
chemicals and related materials
used in electronics production,
rework and maintenance. The cat-
alog describes the company's ex-
isting products, including cleaning
agents, flux removers, circuit
refrigerants, lubricants, desolder-
ing braids, conformal coatings and
solder masks, and introduces new
lines, including clean -room wipers,
precision dusters, premoistened
pads/swabs and instant adhesives.

Circle (126) on Reply Card

Test instrument catalog
Iwatsu Instruments has issued a

short -form catalog covering its
line of test and measuring in-
struments. This 16 -page catalog
presents features and specifica-
tions on oscilloscopes, scope
calibrators and wagons, function
generators and trace recording
camera systems. Selection charts
for oscilloscope accessories,
passive probes and active probes
are also included.

Circle (127) on Reply Card

Backup power planning guide
A booklet that explains how

computer users can evaluate their
needs for backup power is now
available from SAFE Power
Systems, a subsidiary of Acme
Electric Corp. The booklet, titled
"To Keep Your Data, SAFE: The
Inside Story," is written for non-

technical users of PCs and
minicomputers. The information
will help determine if a backup
power system is needed and in-
dicate how to select the right wat-
tage and features.

Circle (128) on Reply Card

Catalog of UL standards
Underwriters Laboratories has

released the July 1987 Catalog of
Standards for Safety. Fifty-three
standards have been revised since
the previous catalog was issued. A
larger typeface for the catalog
makes it easy to find the dates of
these revisions, as well as the cur-
rent edition and revision page
dates for all of UL's 530 published
standards.

Circle (129) on Reply Card

Tool and test item catalog
A catalog of tools and test equip-

ment is offered by Jensen Tools.
The 128 -page catalog contains
more than 1,000 items, including
an expanded line of circuit board
equipment containing breadboard
kits, cutter and drill sets, anti-
static carrying cases, test cables
and insertion/extraction tools.

Circle (130) on Reply Card

Soldering brochure
A brochure featuring a line of

soldering irons, tips, a temperature-

controlled soldering station and
accessories is offered by M.M.
Newman.

The "Antex Soldering Irons and
Accessories" brochure describes
precision miniature soldering irons
for electronics manufacturing,
larger soldering irons for general
purpose work, and features a chart
with more than 40 different styles
of interchangeable slide -on tips.

Circle (131) on Reply Card

Technical supply catalog
A new general catalog from Con-

tact East contains 108 pages of
products for service specialists,
engineers and technicians. More
than 140 new products are in-
troduced. Established lines
covered are tool kits, test in-
struments, precision hand tools
and soldering supplies.

Circle (132) on Reply Card
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Testing accessories...
Continued from page 27

known brand name of these de-
vices) is not an isolation trans-
former. To be safe if you're work-
ing on a set with a hot chassis,
you'll need to plug the variable
transformer into the isolation
transformer.

According to research done by
Sencore, TV problems resulting
from sensitivity to voltage varia-
tions are common. One technician
told them that he found one in five
sets, both tube and solid-state, to
be voltage sensitive.

The same source reports that ac-
cording to TV manufacturers,
problems in the regulator or shut-
down safety circuits are ranked as
number one or two as far as field
problems are concerned. For that
reason, much of the service litera-
ture recommends a continuously
variable transformer as an impor-
tant servicing tool. The RCA serv-
ice notes in Figure 5, showing the
procedure for testing the regulator
circuits, is an example of this.

As most readers of ES&T know,
and many have reported, shut-
down circuits are a particular
problem. These circuits are de-
signed to turn off the horizontal
oscillator if any condition occurs
that may cause excessive X-ray
radiation. The television stops
operating because the B + voltages
for operating the low voltage cir-
cuits are derived from the horizon-
tal output transformer.

Using a variable transformer
simplifies this problem: Lower the
input voltage until the shutdown
circuit no longer kills the opera-
tion, then locate the defect with do
voltage measurements of the regu-
lator and shutdown circuits.

The right tool
There are many cases where you

can improvise something if you
don't have the right tool. This is
not one of them. If you're going to
be working on hot -chassis televi-
sions, you will need an isolation
transformer before you hook up
any piece of test equipment with a
grounded probe. Following the TV
manufacturer's recommendations
in this regard will save you a lot of
grief.

Analyze defective waveforms
faster, more accurately, and

more confidently - every time
or your money back

with the SC61 Waveform Analyzer
Patented $2,995

If you value your precious time, you will really want to check
out what the exclusively patented SC61 Waveform Analyzer can
do for you. 10 times faster, 10 times more accurate, with zero
chance of error.
End frustrating fiddling with confusing controls. Exclusive ultra solid
ECL balanced noise cancelling sync amplifiers, simplified controls, and
bright blue dual trace CRT help you measure signals to 100 MHz easier
than ever.
Accurately and confidently measure waveforms from a tiny 5 mV
all the way to a whopping 3,000 V without hesitation with patented
3,000 VPP input protection - eliminates expensive "front end" repairs
and costly equipment downtime.
Make only one circuit connection and push one button for each
circuit parameter test: You can instantly read out DC volts, peak -to -peak
volts and frequency 100% automatically with digital speed and accuracy.
It's a real troubleshooting confidence builder.
Confidently analyze complex waveforms fast and easily. Exclusive
Delta measurements let you intensify any waveform portion. Analyze
glitches, interference signals, rise or fall times or voltage equivalents be-
tween levels; direct in frequency or microseconds.
Speed your digital logic circuit testing. Analyzing troublesome divide
and multiply stages is quicker and error free - no time-consuming
graticule counting or calculations. Simply connect one test lead to any test
point, push a button, for test of your choice, for ERROR FREE results.
To see what the SC61 can do for your troubleshooting personal productivity
and analyzing confidence, CALL TODAY, WATS FREE, 1-800-843-3338,
for a FREE 15 day Self Demo.

Call Today Wats Free 1-800-843-3338

SNCOIgE
3200 Sencore Drive
Sioux Falls, SD 57107
605-339-0100 In SD Only

innovatively designed
with your time in mind.
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What do you know about
electronics?

The open emitter resistor

SWITCH USED
TO SIMULATE -

OPEN RESISTOR

Voc
+ 12V

2N4401

RE
11.56V
WITH

SWITCH
OPEN

Figure 1. In this Class A transistor
amplifier with simple base bias con-
figuration, if the emitter resistor opens,
the voltage from emitter to ground will
be very close to Vcc

There are inquiries about certain
CET test questions that seem to
make the rounds every two or
three years. Many of these ques-
tions concern the open emitter
resistor.

Two symptoms, one cause
One example is shown in Figure 1.

This circuit is a Class A transistor
amplifier with a simple base bias
configuration. The emitter resistor
is used to stabilize the circuit.

The actual circuit may be in
some other configuration, and the
circuit may be made with a tube or
field effect transistor. In any
event, the question is the same:
What happens when the resistor
marked RE is open?

When the switch is closed, the
voltmeter should read a positive
voltage if the transistor and the
other parts of the circuit are work-
ing properly.

When the switch is open (simu-
lating an open RE), the voltmeter
should show a definite increase in
voltage reading. As a matter of
fact, the voltage should be very
close to V, .

For some reason, people who
send queries on this test question
seem to feel that the voltage
should be zero. Look at it this
way-when the emitter resistor is
open there is no current through
the transistor and there is no cur-
rent through the collector resistor.
The base circuit is also open. (Cur-
rent through the high -impedance
voltmeter is so low that it can be
disregarded.) Because there is no

voltage drop across the transistor
and R , it follows that the emitter
must be the same voltage as the
power supply voltage. (It doesn't
much matter which kind of a volt-
meter you use for making this
measurement, but a very high -
impedance voltmeter is preferred.)

I built the circuit in the lab and
used a meter with a 32Mí input
impedance. I measured 11.56V
with the switch in the open posi-
tion (to simulate the open emitter -
resistor). The components for the
circuit that I used are shown in
Figure 1. (If there are readers who
don't believe my results, they are
invited to build the circuit and
determine for themselves that the
emitter voltage is very high when
the emitter resistor is open.)

The illustration in Figure 2
shows a similar condition with an
open emitter resistor. Because of
the change in the type of bias for
this circuit, the symptom for the
open resistor is entirely different.
You can think of R2 in the voltage
divider network as being a pull-

down resistor. It keeps the base
voltage at a fixed value with
reference to the power supply.

When the emitter resistor opens,
the emitter lead will float to
approximately the same value as
the voltage at the junction of R,
and R2. That voltage is usually
about one-half the power supply
voltage, so you can expect the
voltmeter reading as illustrated to
be about 6V.

The fact that you get two differ-
ent symptoms for the same cause
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might be the reason why this ques-
tion is missed on the associate -
level CET test.

A 2N2222 with Justice
I'm not sure I understand all I

know about this next condition.
The circuit in Figure 3 was con-
structed by student John Justice
as part of a laboratory experience
teaching the fundamentals of dif-
ferential amplifiers. It illustrates
another question: What happens if
you connect a transistor into a cir-
cuit backwards?

There is nothing especially
unique about the circuit except
that it was made with two 2N2222
transistors. For that reason, it
may not work with all transistors
in the same situation.

The student who constructed the
circuit inadvertently connected
the negative side of the power sup-
ply to the collector of the NPN
transistor and the positive side to
the emitter. As you can see from
the illustration, this circuit uses a
combination of fixed and long -tail
bias. What happened was, the cir-
cuit worked - except that all the
voltages were reversed.

The circuit was using the
collector -base junction as an
emitter -base junction; the base -
emitter junction was being used as
a base -collector junction.

In other words, the transistor
was being used upside down and
the circuit still worked! (I am giv-
ing all of the details of the circuit
so that you can construct it your-
self if you don't believe it. I don't

Call 1-800-843-3338 today
to start thoroughly analyzing

and pinpointing any trouble in any
TV-RF distribution system,
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Does your success in servicing RF distribution systems depend on locating
problems quickly and accurately? If so, here's why your all new Sencore FS74
CHANNELIZER SR. will mean success for you ...

Quickly tune in all TV/FM channels from 5 MHz to 890 MHz. Exclusive all
channel, microprocessor -controlled digital tuner checks every standard and
cable channel with better than FCC accuracy to fully analyze any system.

Exclusive 5 microvolt sensitivity to bring in even weak signals. Autoranged
attenuator automatically selects the best sensitivity for simplifying your
VHF, UHF, or FM signal measurements like never before possible.

Automatic hassle -free SIN ratio, AN ratio, and hum level tests. Exclusive on -
channel signal-to-noise ratio test eliminates time-consuming signal
comparison and chart reading. Exclusive audio -to -video ratio test measures
directly in dB for easy comparison to specifications.

Exclusive checks for ghosts, co -channel interference, line reflections, and other
signal quality checks. Portable 4 MHz wideband battery -operated monitor lets
you finally check the quality of your cable or MATV system and stop
annoying callbacks.

Built-in autoranging AC/DC volt/ohmmeter makes troubleshooting a snap.
Exclusive all-weather design holds tighter than FCC specifications from -4°F
to + 104 °F. Truly portable, field-tested tough for dependable ease of use.

Begin successfully locating TV-RF signal problems more quickly and
accurately than ever before possible, with the new FS74 CHANNELIZER
SR. Call WATS Free 1-800-843-3338 today for a free Product Guide or an
industry exclusive "Try before you buy" 15 Day Self Demo.
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Figure 2. In this transistor circuit using a
voltage -divider biasing arrangement, if
the emitter resistor opens, the emitter
lead will float to approximately the same
value as that at the junction of R, and R2.

1k

10k

0 +12V

68k

O
OUTPUT

O

1k

10k

1.51/ O - 12V 1.5V

Figure 3. When the supply voltage to this circuit was reversed, the circuit still
worked - but all the voltages were reversed.

Vcc
+ 12

OPEN
EMITTER

RESISTOR

Figure 4. This type of circuit is used extensively as the last amplifier in a chain of
direct -coupled amplifiers in order to reduce the problem of level shifting.

know if this has any practical ap-
plication in troubleshooting, but it
certainly does tell you a little bit
about transistors.)

When the student pursued the
matter, he found something equal-
ly confusing. When he used a Beta
tester on a group of 2N2222 tran-
sistors, he got beta values ranging
from 100 to 200. When he con-
nected those transistors into the
Beta checker backwards, he got beta
values ranging from 5 to 9.

If you just happen to connect one
of these dandy transistors into a
circuit backwards, the only indica-
tion you might get is a very low
gain.

We can't find anything in any
literature that discusses the
upside-down connection of a tran-
sistor.

Any comments?

Upside-down transistor
amplifier

One of the circuits that seems to
be troublesome to technicians tak-
ing the associate -level CET test is
the upside-down configuration of
the transistor amplifier Q4 shown
in Figure 4. The emitter of the
PNP transistor is connected
toward the positive side of the sup-
ply and the collector is connected
toward the negative side of the
supply.

This type of circuit is used exten-
sively as the last amplifier in a
chain of direct -coupled amplifiers.
Its purpose is to reduce the prob-
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lem of level shifting.
As shown with the direct cou-

pled amplifiers, the collector of
each amplifier must be more
positive than its base, so the collec-
tor of the next amplifier must be
more positive than the collector of
the previous amplifier. Therefore,
in each subsequent amplifier there
is a build-up of the do voltage level.

The upside-down PNP amplifier
converts the relatively high de
voltage level of the signal back to a
lower de level. This could also be
accomplished by using an emitter
follower. However, that results in
a stage that has no voltage gain.

The configuration of the
amplifier shown in Figure 4 is com-
mon emitter. That is one of the
questions concerning the circuit
that seems to cause a lot of trou-
ble. Common emitter circuits have
the input signal at the base and the
output signal at the collector. It
doesn't matter that the emitter is
connected to the positive side of
the power supply. Positive or
negative connection has no mean-
ing in terms of the configuration.

Because this is a common emit-
ter amplifier, there is a voltage
gain. Incidentally, there is also a
180° phase shift.

A second question related to this
upside-down amplifier concerns
the emitter -base short test. When
the emitter is shorted to the base,
the transistor stops conducting.
That means that the collector
voltage goes to zero volts. In a con-
ventional amplifier, shorting the
emitter to the base causes the col-
lector voltage to be equal to the
power supply voltage.

Remember, the emitter -base
short test should not be used in
direct -coupled bipolar amplifiers.
Also, it should not be used in Class
B bipolar amplifier circuits.

Diode characteristic curves
When a diode is connected into a

relatively low -impedance circuit,
as shown in Figure 5, it is not
possible to predict diode current
by assuming that the voltage
across the diode is 0.7V (for
silicon). I discussed this in' a
previous article and it has always
been my contention that a load line
solution is the simplest for that
type of problem.

I received several queries ask -

Walk "Tough Dog" Troubles Out
Of Any TV & VCR In Half
The Time ... Guaranteed!

with the exclusive, patented
VA62 Universal Video AnalyzerTM ... $3,495

Would you like to ...

Reduce your analyzing time? Isolate any problem to one stage in any TV or VCR
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complete, RF, IF, video and chroma response of any chassis in minutes without
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Reduce costly inventory from stocking yokes, flybacks, and other coils and
transformers for substitution only, with the patented Ringing Test? Run
dynamic proof positive test on any yoke, flyback, and integrated high voltage
transformer .

Protect your future by servicing VCRs for your customers before they go to your
competition? Walk out "tough dog" troubles in any VCR chrominance or
luminance circuit to isolate problems in minutes. Have proof positive tests of the
video record/play heads before you replace the entire mechanism.

Have one piece of test equipment that doesn't need replacing every time
technology changes? Be able to service Stereo TVs & VCRs profitably, and get in
on the ground floor of this growing market with exclusive phase -locked
accessories .

Find out how the VA62 Universal Video analyzer will make servicing easier
and more profitable in your shop? Call WATS Free 1-800-843-3338 and ask
your area Sales Engineer for a "Try before you buy" 10 Day Self Demo or a
full color brochure and join the many servicers already on the road to more
profitable servicing with the VA62.

Universal Video Analyzer is a trademark of Sencore. Inc.

WATS Free 1-800-843-3338 In Canada WATS Free 1-800-851-8866
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Figure 5. When a diode is connected into a relatively low -impedance circuit, it is not
possible to predict diode current by assuming that the voltage across the diode is
0.7V (for silicon).

u)a
1

_

0

SECOND, LOCATE
THIS POINT
(0.6V, OA)

Figure 6. You can use a piecewise linear approximation to draw a diode
characteristic curve, as described in the text.

FIRST, LOCATE THIS POINT
I(1.2V, 1A)
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FIRST, LOCATE THIS POINT
(1.2V, 1A)

THIRD, DRAW A LINE
BETWEEN THE POINTS

2

LOAD LINE

3

OPEN -CIRCUIT
VOLTAGE

4
SECOND, LOCATE
THIS POINT
(0.6V, OA)

Figure 7. Draw a load line by calculating the open circuit voltage and the short circuit
current. The diode operating conditions are (approximately) where the characteristic
curve and the load line meet.

ing, "Where do you get the
characteristic curve of the diode in
order to draw the load line?"

There are several ways to do
this. One is to use a simple diode
curve tracer and mark the load line
with a grease pencil on the face of
the oscilloscope CRT. This pro-
cedure gives limited accuracy, and
it may be difficult to calibrate the
diode curve using a typical curve
tracer.

A better method is to use a
piecewise approximation method
for drawing the characteristic
curve. For example, the manufac-
turer's literature for the 1N4001
diode says that this diode has a
maximum forward current of 1A.
When that current is flowing, the
maximum voltage across the diode
junction is 1.2V. (So much for the
idea that there is always 0.7V
across a silicon diode when it is
conducting in the forward direc-
tion.)

The procedure is to mark these
two points on the graph as shown
in Figure 6. Then, draw a line to
the 0.6V mark on the X axis. The
current on the graph from 0.6V to
OV is presumed to be zero in the
forward direction.

Of course, there is actually a
very small amount of current in
the forward direction when the
voltage is less than 0.6V. This will
not make any serious difference in
the graphical solution.

Once the curve is drawn, the pro-
cedure for drawing the load line is
simple. The load line for the circuit
shown in Figure 5 is drawn in
Figure 7. The piecewise graph of
Figure 6 is used for this purpose.

Two points are needed:
 The open -circuit (no-load) volt-

age equals 5V
 The short-circuit current

4V = 0.8A
5S)

The load line is drawn between
these points. Then, the diode cur-
rent and voltage across this diode
are determined graphically. The
broken lines show the method. Us-
ing this method, you would deter-
mine that the current through the
diode in Figure 5 is 0.6A and the
voltage across the diode is 0.95+V.

UM.
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These Photofact folders for TV receivers have been released by Howard W. Sams since ES&T's last report.
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Answers: to the Quiz

Quest ons are on page 12
1. A. The question describes a
quick way to check receiver sensi-
tivity. A 50n or 75tI output impe-
dance must be matched to the re-
ceiver to avoid getting an errone-
ous, low -sensitivity indication. See
"TV Tests and Measurements" in
the September 1986 issue. This
test also is described in Robert G.
Middleton's book, titled "101 Ways
to Use Your VOM, TVM, and
DVM."
2. B. The test described in (A) is a
destructive test and should not be
performed! (Again, see "TV Tests
and Measurements" in the Septem-
ber 1986 issue.) The upper rating
of line voltage should be accepted
without testing.
3. A. The input/output phase
should be either 0° or 180°. In ei-
ther case, the lissajous pattern will
be a straight line. See "What Do
You Know About Electronics" in
the September 1986 issue.
4. A. See Figure 2. Equivalent
series resistance is undesirable in
capacitors. The charging and dis-
charging current of the capacitor
must pass through the ESR. That

Figure 2.

means power wasted in the form of
heat and an undesired voltage
drop across the resistor. See "Re-
ports from the Test Lab" in the Oc-
tober 1986 issue of ES&T.
5. Both symbols in Figure 1 are
used to represent a tunnel diode.
In "Test Your Electronic Know-
ledge," October 1986, the tabs on
the upper symbol were acciden-
tally omitted.
6. B. See page 43, October 1986
issue. As an analyzer samples the
input lines, the sample points are
developed by an internal clock.
The period of the sampler can be
selected by the user. Because the
analyzer is sampling asynchro-
nously to the system under test
from direction of this internal
clock, a long sample period results
in an inaccurate picture. That is
because the sampled lines may
change many times in between
sample points, as you can see in
Figure 3. If you need more resolu-
tion, the sample period should be
kept short.
7. B. Grounding both ends can re-
sult in a shield current that intro-

duces undesired noise and stray
pickup. See "What Do You Know
About Electronics" in the October
1986 issue. Refer to Blocks I and 8.
8. A. The procedure described in
(A) is used for Apple computers. It
is called "booting." The procedure
described in (B) is used with Com-
modore computers. "Computer
Corner" in the October 1986 issue
warns that when servicing com-
puters you must keep the two sys-
tems in mind or you are liable to
lose data or even damage the disk
and/or disk drive.
9. AI applications. Artificial In-
telligence will, no doubt, be the
next great electronic frontier. An
AI system can mimic human be-
havior in many ways, but it could
be oversold. Read about it in the
article, "Artificial Intelli-
gence-Debunking the Myths," by
Joseph J. Kroger in the December
1986 issue.
10. 35. That's a trillionth of a sec-
ond! The transistor is made with
aluminum gallium arsenide and

The key to the
short switching time is in the new
method of fabrication that permits
very small transistors. See "The
World's Fastest Transistor" in the
December 1986 issue.

Figure 3.

1µS

1

500MS 500MS

0

RESULTANT WAVEFORM

SAMPLE
POINTS

1

Figure 3. If the sample period is long compared to the period of the waveform being
sampled, inaccuracy may result because the sampled lines may change many times
in between sample points.
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Micro -clean
Automated Production Equip-

ment has introduced a line of ultra-
sonic cleaners for the electronic in-
dustry.

A.P.E.'s Micro -Clean are avail-
able in 2 -quart to 11 -quart sizes
and feature optional custom -fitted
covers, baskets and trays.

Circle (75) on Reply Card

Flux remover
CRC Chemicals has introduced

an electronic -grade flux remover
that degreases metal parts and
assemblies. It leaves no residue to
affect circuit integrity or perform-
ance. The cleaner removes rosin,
flux, mounting wax, molding com-
pounds and miscellaneous organic
compounds. It has no flash or fire
point.
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CIE Cleveland Institute
of Electronics

Accredited Member National Home Study Council

CIE is the world's largest independent
study electronics school. We offer ten
courses covering basic electronics to
advanced digital and microprocessor
technology. An Associate in Applied
Science in Electronics Engineering
Technology is also offered.

Study at home - no classes. Pro-
grams accredited and eligible for VA
benefits.

Cleveland Institute of ElectronicsCIE 1776 East 17th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44114

1
mt to get started. Send me my CIE school

.ar.aliig including details about the Associate Degree
program.

Print Name

Address Apt.

City State Zip

Age Area Code/Phone No

Check box for G.I. Bulletin on Educational Beneór
 Veteran  Active Duty MAIL TODAY!

AES-23

Butane soldering iron
Eaglestone's butane energized

Portasol soldering iron eliminates
battery recharging and heats in
seconds, offering adjustable heat
output, equivalent to lOW to 60W.
The 7 -inch long, 3 -ounce iron has a
protective cap with a built-in ig-
niter that energizes the catalytic

tip, which glows orange red, does
not flame, and is operational in
less than 30 seconds. Nonelectric,
the unit is static free and provides
about 60 minutes of cordless
soldering. It is equipped with a
2.4mm tip; 1.2mm, 3.2mm and
4.8mm tips are available.

Circle (77) on Reply Card

TPI offers equivalents
to all makes of probes including
modulars, at savings up to fifty percent.
TPI probes compensate to all scopes.
Slender, flexible cables are easier to handle
yet more durable because of their unique center
conductor. Performance is guaranteed.

FOR FAST RESPONSE CALL

800-368-5719
In Calif. 800-643-8382

All-purpose lubricant
Philips ECG has added an all-

purpose lubricant to its aerosol
chemical line. The PH1000-11
lubricant is a heavy-duty, anti-
corrosion agent that coats and pro-
tects indoor and outdoor metal
equipment. The non -staining lubri-
cant displaces water, restores
dielectric properties and facilitates
removal of frozen parts. The prod-
uct can withstand temperature ex-
tremes from -40°F to + 500°F
and resists bacterial action, salt,
moisture and acids.

Circle (78) on Reply Card

CRT set-up book
The 1987 CRT set-up book for

the Sencore CRT analyzer and re-
storers is now available. The set-
up book, which is designed for the
models CR70 Beam Builder and
CR31A CRT analyzer and restorer,
contains more than 600 new CRT
listings plus more than 1,500 origi-
nal CRT listings from the 1986 edi-
tion. The book contains listings for
a variety of cathode-ray tubes, in-
cluding video, camera pickup,
scope and projection tubes.

Circle (79) on Reply Card

MODEL SP100
SWITCHABLE X1 -X10

100 MHz

TEST
PROBES, INC. TPI

Your Probe Specialists
COCINE U S SALES & STOCKING SOURCE

P.O. Box 2113, LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA 92038 (619) 535-9292
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Vector SMT training kit
The Vector SMT training kit,

available from Jensen Tools, is de-
signed to give electronic engineers
and technicians a working
knowledge of the materials and
methods to use with surface mount
(SMT) semiconductor assembly
technology.

The kit contains SMT devices,
prototyping boards, component at-
tachment and interconnection ma-
terials and a comprehensive
50 -page instruction manual. In-
cluded are 270 capacitors, 300 re-
sistors, 10 diodes, 10 transistors,
five different ready -to -use double-

sided circuit boards with lay-
out/planning sheets, a single -sided
board with six PLCC patterns,
2 -part conductive adhesive that
cures at room temperature, solder
paste with dispenser needles,
solder wire, solder removal braid,
one plastic and one stainless steel
tweezers, and pins for piggy -back
mounting of finished PC boards on
larger circuit boards.

The illustrated "Guide to SMT"
manual contains detailed instruc-

tions on attaching and removing
SMT devices. All components are
furnished in a sturdy, foam pad-
ded, snap -close ABS plastic case
with handle. Replacement parts
are also available.

Circle (80) on Reply Card

MINI Pocket DMM
Mercer Electronics, a division of

Simpson Electric Company, an-
nounces a mini pocket digital
multimeter with 4.96"x2.76"x0.94"
dimensions and weighing less than
one-half pound. Although small in
size, the model 9340 has full func-
tion and range capabilities, is hous-
ed in a high -impact and high -visibi-
lity yellow case.

The mini model 9340 will
measure up to 1,000Vdc (5
ranges), 750Vac (2 ranges). 20M11
(6 ranges) and 2Adc (5 ranges).
The basic dcV accuracy is 0.5%,
and do input resistance is 10M2.
An audible continuity buzzer and
diode test are provided.

Circle (81) on Reply Card

Productivity organizer
The publishers of Service Dealer's Newsletter announce the

latest version of the Productivity Organizer, an 81/2"x14" manual
for recording and analyzing service technician productivity sta-
tistics. There are provisions for recording statistical categories
covering all types of service businesses. Users may elect to
record information in all categories or only in those applicable to
their specific needs. Summary pages at the end of the manual
allow you to summarize and compare technician performance in
the four categories most important to you. Formulas used to
compute monthly and yearly productivity averages are simple
and the instructions are complete in every copy.

Each copy has enough pages to record performance of up to
four technicians for a full year.
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Oscilloscope probes
O.K. Industries' electronics divi-

sion has introduced a range of
modular oscilloscope probes.
Ranging in bandwidth from
10MHz to 100MHz, these probes
adapt to all oscilloscopes. Their
modular design features replace-
able tips, probe cables, probe
heads and ground leads. Each
probe is equipped with its own ac-

cessory kit with two insulating
tips, a quick -connect BNC adapter,
a sprung hook and a trimmer tool
The silicone -insulated probe cable
is offered in lm, 2m and 3m
lengths. A read-out actuator op-
tion for all x10 probe cables is also
available. The SP300 series probes
are available with xl, x10 or
xl/x10 attenuation.

Circle (83) on Reply Card

Analog scope converts
to digital storage scope

Sibex has released model 610
Scope Memory, an addition to the
line of instruments that converts an
analog oscilloscope into a digital
storage scope.

The model 610 features a 10MHz
maximum sampling rate and is
capable of storing sine wave sig-
nals up to 1MHz frequency in its
2K x 8 static RAM. The input sen-
sitivity is 10mv/div.

The unit features pre- and post -

triggering capabilities or the selec-
tion of a 1/2 pre-, 1/2 post -data com-
bination. In this mode, the trigger
point always is displayed midway
across the oscilloscope screen for
convenience.

A sweep function has been incor-
porated. This feature allows the
operator to sweep through the en-
tire memory, then expand any por-
tion of the waveform for detailed
analysis.

Circle (84) on Reply Card
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Coaxial cable stripper
This stripper from Western Elec-

tronic Products prepares most ca-
bles in a range of 0.075 diameter to
0.485 diameter in a single opera-
tion with any desired stripped con-
figuration. The CX-1 coaxial cable

stripper makes a step -wise strip to
fit any coaxial cable connector.
Precision screws adjust the depth
of each cut. Built-in length adjust-
ment allows any desired center
conductor length to be stripped,
and variable spacers permit
needed stripping configurations.

Circle (85) on Reply Card

Electronically controlled
A desoldering station, featuring

electronically controlled temper-
ature settings from 350°F to
850°F, has been introduced by the
Weller division of the Cooper
Group.

The unit, DS1000, uses an inter-
nal vacuum pump and keeps
temperature accurate to within
± 10°F. This conforms to military
specifications. Electrical spikes
are eliminated throughout the unit
because of the zero crossing
switches that are used.

The DS1000 has an air flow elec-
tronic control with light indicator
as well as a three digit LED
readout for digital temperature
setting and reading. The desolder-
ing station is noise and static free.
Tool interchangeability is another
feature.

Circle (86) on Reply Card

Teflon/silicon lubricant
LOR-DEE Ltd. has introduced

the LDL 3000 Teflon/silicon lubri-
cant. The lubricant is odorless,
non-flammable, water repellent
and heat stable. Applications that

NE SDA
Computer Group
COMPUTER SALES AND SERVICE DEALERS

WORKING TOGETHER

,

,LL u Y; i

lY'VY.' k L% f
' .1

. -.Yr.,. Y:A e

7,:.Fa
F,!.,:w.'y +i r,,., i.6h11,1Y.

fY:iililSiii:,

NESDA

C Service training.

Assistance in

selecting in-house
equipment and
software.

11 Specialized soft-
ware for service

management.

E Factory contacts for service literature and parts.

 Involvement in a stable and productive national
trade association.

FOR MORE INFORMATION SEND BUSINESS CARD TO
NESDA COMPUTER GROUP, 2708 WEST BERRY STREET
FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76109; PHONE (817) 921-9061

require a non -greasy, non -staining
lubricant that is dry to the touch
are appropriate. The lubricant is
non-polluting, uses no chlorinated
hydrocarbons, and is safe to use
with a TLV 1,000 ppm.

Circle (87) on Reply Card

PC monitor tester
Network Technologies announces

the Montest-15k portable video
generator for testing the IBM col-
or display. The hand-held unit is
suited for service technicians or
others involved in the testing,
maintenance or adjustment of
IBM or IBM-compatible color
graphics displays. With the Mon -
test -15k, a monitor can be aligned
in the field in a matter of minutes,
according to the manufacturer.

This battery powered test unit
generates four different patterns
(color bars, cross hatch, window
and full raster) with up to 16 dif-
ferent color/intensity options as
well as reverse video. The user can
learn to operate the unit in min-
utes. With its 9 -pin, D -Series con-
nector, the unit directly drives the
display monitor for easy operation.

Circle (88) on Reply Card wt,

ATTENTION
CAMERATECHS!

Equipment you need
at prices you can afford!

34816 Mound Rd

Model TR100 CB
Camera Light Box

with transparencies

 Stainless steel
 (2) 32000 Kelvin Lamps

(meets mfr. spec.)

7 -Bar color transparency

 11 -step gray scale
transparency

*Transparencies mounted in
acrylic with optical scratch -

resistant surface.

1 year conditional guarantee

(313) 939-4710
Fax #(313) 939-6040

The method most
manufacturers

Sterling Hts., MI 48077 recommend
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Video Corner By Conrad Persson ~y-

Coming soon: Super VHS

Just when you finally started to understand what VHS
video was all about, some wise guy announces S -VHS. The
"S" in S -VHS stands for "super," and from all reports it
does provide a picture that's considerably superior to
standard VHS.

Here's a summary of the picture improvements you can
expect to see with S -VHS compared to VHS:
 430 horizontal lines of resolution for S -VHS compared

to 230 lines to 240 lines for VHS.
 Reduction in color noise, particularly magenta and red

noise.
 Reduction of noise and jitter, resulting in clear, fine-

grained color images.
 Considerable reduction in cross color (color flickers

when fine stripe patterns are on the screen) as well as in
cross luminance (dot disturbance), in which consecutive
dots appear in the boundary of color patterns.

How it's done
Conventional VHS systems use a frequency band of ap-

proximately 2.8MHz. This translates into horizontal
resolution of approximately 250 lines. S -VHS boasts a
wider frequency band of 5MHz (see Figure 1). This wider
frequency band makes possible a horizontal resolution of
more than 400 lines. Higher resolution means finer detail.
S -VHS also offers a wider frequency deviation. By expand-
ing frequency deviation from 1MHz, offered by conven-
tional VHS systems, to 1.6MHz, S -VHS systems feature
reduced screen noise and thus better overall picture
quality.

One of the features of S -VHS (refer to Figure 1) is that

overlapping in color and FM luminance signal bands is
reduced. It is this feature that greatly reduces the in-
cidence of cross -modulation interference between color
and luminance and provides the noticeably higher picture
quality. In addition, during playback, S -VHS systems pro-
vide separate color and luminance signal output for clear,
rich color gradation that is virtually free of cross -color
noise and cross luminance.

Compatibility
With all of the new formats constantly being introduced,

one of the big questions regarding S -VHS is, "Is it com-
patible with existing formats?" Happily, for the most part
the answer is yes. Take a look at Figure 2. Switch-

selectable recording formats give S -VHS VCRs the flex-
ibility to record with either S -VHS or conventional VHS
tapes. During playback, S -VHS VCRs automatically deter-
mine the tape type using an ID hole, and play back in the
correct format.

Here are the words of one of the manufacturers on how
they, the manufacturers, see the future of S -VHS: "The
higher resolution provided by S -VHS systems opens the
door to camcorder production of home videos with superb
quality. S -VHS camcorders take full advantage of the CCD
image sensor to provide clearer video reproduction. This
technology will usher in an era of home video production
with unprecedented quality.

"Current TV broadcasts are transmitted at a horizontal
resolution of approximately 330 lines - well beyond the
recording capabilities of conventional VHS systems. The
higher resolution of S -VHS allows it to take full advantage

VHS

Frequency
Deviation

Colour Signal

FM
'Luminance
Signal

0 '

629KHz
Ir.- 2.8MHz (approx.)

I a
Horizontal Resolution

1250 lines (approx )

1 Black

--+Frequency
-White Peak (MHz)

S -VHS

Colour Signal

F equency Deviation

FM Luminance Signal Band
1 6MHz

'FM
'Luminance
'Signal

'

629KHz!
5 OMHz (approx)

Horizontal Resolution
More than 400 lines

I6

Black

Frequer

-While Peak

Figure 1. The S -VHS system uses a frequency band of about 5MHz, compared to the 2.8MHz frequency band of conventional VHS
systems. The wider frequency band results in a horizontal resolution of more than 400 lines; conventional VHS has a resolution
of about 250 lines.
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of today's TV broadcasting signals. In the near future,
when the high definition TV broadcasting technology now
under development is implemented, S -VHS will be the

system of choice for optimizing the quality of TV broadcast
recordings."

We'll keep you updated on the progress of S -VHS.

BLANK TAPE

S -VHS Tape

With an ID Hole

Switch -Selectable
Recording

(S -VHS- VHS)

Records with
VHS Format

VHS Tape

VC R

S -VHS VCR

VHS VCR

Automatic Selection
in Playback //

/
i

RECORDED TAPE

Tape Recorded
with S -VHS

Tape Recorded
with VHS

Figure 2. S -VHS systems have switch -selectable recording formats that allow the VCR the flexibility of recording with either
S -VHS or conventional VHS tapes.

Learn
how to repair
VCRs...
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in ELECTRONIC

Servicing & Technology

esn,

Factory Authorized Parts Distributor For

FISHER SANYO PANASONIC
QUASAR (MSC) ZENITH SYLVANIA

PHILCO MAGNAVOX (NAP)
GENERAL ELECTRIC & RCA

stocking large inventories...
all in stock orders shipped the same day

(if called in by 2:30 New York time)
also stocking

Sharp Samsung Sony Sampo Goldstar
MGA/Mitsubishi AOC and now JVC

For parts orders call:
(National Hotline)
1-800-874-1765

(New York Only)
1-800-874-1764

For all other calls
(info, pricing, availability,

cross referencing, call)
1-516-585-8111

I am IMPORTANT when you need PARTS
...place me by your PHONE
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Computer Corner /vv - ~,--w By Conrad Persson

Understanding binary coded decimal (BCD)
In the past several installments of Computer Corner,

we've talked about the numbering systems, binary and
hex, used by computer -oriented people, and we've dis-
cussed how they relate to each other and to the more
familiar decimal system.

There's yet another numbering system that you might
want to be familiar with if you're going to be doing
anything with computers. It's called binary-coded decimal
and is abbreviated BCD.

BCD is not a true number system as are binary, hex and
decimal, but a convenient system that's used in an inter-
mediate step in converting from the binary system used in
the computer to a decimal readout to be interpreted by a
human operator.

For starters, here's how BCD works. Say you have the
decimal number 4975. The BCD equivalent of this number
would be formed by simply taking each digit of the number
by itself and representing it by its binary equivalent. If you
remember from the discussion of binary numbers, decimal
5 is simply 101. Note, however, that the highest decimal
digit that it will be necessary to represent in BCD will be
the digit 9, which requires four binary digits. In order to be
consistent then, let's represent the decimal digit 5 with
four binary digits: 0101.

The number 7 is represented by 0111, 9 is 1001 and the
digit 4 is represented by 0100.

Putting this all together, then, the BCD equivalent of the
decimal number 4975 is 0100 1001 0111 0101. Again, note
that what we have is not the binary equivalent 4975, but
the binary equivalent of each of the digits, one at a time.

By contrast, the binary equivalent of 4975 is
1001101101111. Not even close.

What good is BCD?
Each binary coded decimal digit must have the capacity

for four binary digits in order to accommodate the decimal
numbers 8 and 9. However, this represents excess capaci-
ty, so to speak, as once the 4 digits have been used to
represent 8 (1000) and then 9 (1001), that's as high as you
can go. In essence those two middle digits remain zero.
Because of that, BCD cannot be used directly to perform
calculations.

Instead, BCD is used as an intermediate step in convert-
ing from binary to decimal.

Say, for example, you have entered the numbers 475 and
348 into your computer in order to add them. The interface
circuitry converted 475 into its binary equivalent
111011011 and 348 into its binary equivalent 101011100.
The adder circuitry then adds them to give the binary sum
1100110111. So far so good, but you want the sum read
out in decimal, so the computer has to do something else.
First, the computer has to convert the binary number into
its BCD equivalent; then each BCD digit is converted using
a BCD -to -decimal decoder or, in the case of a calculator, a
BCD -to -seven -segment decoder.

Although it is simple enough to say "binary to BCD" and
"BCD to decimal," describing the operation would take
more space than is available in this corner. Briefly, the
binary -to -BCD converter places the binary number in a
binary down counter, which is connected to a BCD up
counter. Then, as the binary number is counted down to
zero, the BCD counter is counted up to the BCD equivalent
of the binary number. Then the output of each digit's
counter is applied to a converter that converts the BCD
number to its decimal or 7 -segment equivalent.

INPUT DECIMAL NUMBERS

475

348

BCD TO
DECIMAL

CONVERSION

CONVERSION
TO

BINARY

111011011

101011100
1100110111

BINARY TO BCD CONVERSION

1000-.,---
8

0010-.. 0011

2 3

SUM

Figure 1. When two numbers are added in a computer, they are entered in decimal, converted to binary and added. Before the
resulting sum is read out it is converted to BCD then back to decimal.
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Figure 2. Converter for changing
binary code to BCD codes.
(Reprinted with permission from the book
"Digital Counter Handbook." by Louis E.
Frenzel Jr.; Howard W Sams & Company.)
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Audio Corner By Kirk Vistain

CD sled and RF PLL testing
Last month, you read about techniques for breaking

various servo loops inside a CD player. This time around,
I'll show you a quick test for the RF PLL, and talk about
ways to distinguish between mechanical and electrical
causes of poor tracking.

Testing the RF PLL
The RF PLL (phase -locked loop) is responsible for creat-

ing the write frame clock (WFCK), which is phase -locked
to the CD's data stream. By comparing WFCK to the read,
or reference, frame clock (RFCK), which is derived from a
crystal -controlled oscillator, the CLV circuitry generates a
correction signal to control the disc motor, ultimately
keeping it locked to the recorded data.

If speed control is OK, but there is something amiss in
the phase servo, the audio output is usually muted. Some
machines disable muting when in the adjustment mode,
however, allowing you to hear the gritty -sounding distor-
tion typical of this failure.

Testing without an eye pattern
You can quick -test the PLL's ability to track a signal

even if the laser is dead and you have no RF (eye -pattern).
Assume you're servicing a unit using the CX20109 RF amp
along with the CX23035 CLV/digital signal processor chip.
With the unit in PLL adjustment mode, use an RF gen-
erator to feed approximately a 2.16MHz, 400mV signal in-
to CX20109, pin 2 (RF1) and monitor the phase -lock clock
(PLCK). Varying the input frequency slightly should cause
PLCK to track. If not, check the EFM signal path, and
perhaps the varactor control circuitry.

I feed the signal in at the RF amp so that it is squared up
and looks like EFM to the CLV/signal processor. Maybe
you're wondering why I don't use 4.3218MHz, the nominal
operating frequency of the PLL. So am I. I tried it, and it
doesn't work. Anyone with an explanation, feel free to
write.

If the VCO section of the loop is dead, you can test the

OPTICS

CX20109

EFM

ASY

inverter inside the CX23035 by toggling pin 9 with a logic
high and low, while watching for inversion at pin 8. No in-
version usually indicates a bad chip.

Mechanical or electronic?
The most common symptom of CD tracking problems

probably is skipping or mistracking. It sounds pretty much
the same as on an analog phonograph record. On my first
encounter with it, I found it amusing that a new technol-
ogy, supposedly designed to eliminate the shortcomings of
its predecessor, should fail with the same symptoms.

The technician must determine whether the problem is
mechanical or electrical in nature. A thorough check and
touch-up of all tracking -related adjustments is usually a
good idea. The most critical ones, in my experience, are
tracking balance (E -F balance) and RF PLL. It is impor-
tant that the output of the tracking detector amplifiers is
symmetrical about 0Vdc (i.e., positive and negative peaks
are equidistant from the OV baseline), so that the output is
truly zero when there is no tracking error.

Proper adjustment of the RF PLL assures that the disc
motor cooperates with the optical block, and is especially
important during dropouts caused by defects on the disc.
If the free -run frequency of the PLL is too far from
4.3218MHz, it will take longer to recover after a dropout.

Jamming the sled
As often as not, all the adjustments look good, the eye

pattern is OK, and the player still skips randomly. So is it
the optical block or the sled drive mechanics? Scope the
tracking error test point (TE), with a 5ms timebase. You
will usually see what looks like random noise. But, if
mechanical binding occurs in the sled drive, the gradual
build-up of a fundamental frequency in the range of 250Hz
will be apparent. To demonstrate for yourself, get a CD
player and try jamming the sled during play, while
monitoring the TE.

Another way is to check the actual drive going to the sled

VCO CONTROL

CX23035

A
CORRECTION

VOLTAGE

PHASE
COM

PARATOP

REFERENCE CLOCK
RFCK

Figure 1. This simplified circuit, using a CX20109 RF amp and a CX23035 CLV/signal processor chip, shows how to check the RF
PLL. With the unit in PLL adjustment mode, use an RF generator to feed a 2.16MHz, 400mV signal into CX20109, pin 2 (RF1) and
monitor the phase -lock clock (PLCK). Varying the input frequency slightly should cause the PLCK to track.
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motor. If it uses pulse -width modulation (PWM) drive, it is
particularly easy to detect mechanical binding. For exam-
ple, the sled drive pulsewidth on a Sony D7 typically varies
between 21.4s and 71.1s. When there is too much friction in
the drive system, the pulsewidth slowly increases, then
jumps back to nothing right after a skip. This happens as
the drive circuitry tries to pump ever more power into the
motor. Then, either the sled assembly breaks loose and
jumps forward, or the objective lens reaches the end of its
range and jumps backwards. In either case, for a moment
there is zero tracking error, and thus no correction. This is
a sure sign of mechanical trouble.

Knowledge is power
Usually, signal substitution and analysis techniques such

as these are tailored to a specific unit or model line. It is
necessary to know what types of signals should appear
where in a properly operating device. The only way I know
of doing this is to check a known -good unit and take notes.
Relying on the manufacturer's service information is risky
because it is too often incorrect and misleading, even if you
can get it translated into understandable English. Wave-
forms and do voltage callouts are always suspect. I'm sure
we could all write a book chronicling the times faulty
service information has sent us on a wild electron chase.

If this makes it sound like you are on your own, you are.
More than ever, being a productive technician means
spending a good deal of non-productive time researching
the new technologies. With the strong yen destroying
Japanese profit margins, major players in the home enter-
tainment electronics business are more reluctant than ever
to provide the kind of quality service data needed to quick-
ly repair equipment. This comes at a time when the most
complex home electronics in history comes limping into
your shop on a daily basis.

ASEItm_

Symcure rates
and guidelines

Beginning with the January 1987 issue ES&T
is paying $60.00 per page for Symcure
submissions that are accepted.

Detailed Symcure and T. Tips guidelines
are available upon request to ES&T

The term Symcure is a contraction of the two
words: Symptom/Cure. Problems that are
published in ES&T in the Symcure department
are those that have occurred more than once.

This is the kind of problem that you can
solve without even a second thought because
you've already seen so many of that particular
brand and model of set with those symptoms
and in almost every case it was the same
component that had failed, or the same solder
joint that had opened.

We also will consider Symcure submissions
on consumer electronics equipment other than
televisions such as VCRs. stereos, computers,
microwave ovens. Depending upon the nature
of the product and the symptom, it may not be
necessary to refer to a schematic diagram in
all of these cases.

TENTEL MAKES IT EASY TO DIAGNOSE VCR MECHANICS
Award winning Tentelometer
tape tension gauge for pro-
per interchange and tape
handling. One gauge for
Beta, VHS and
U-Matic.

T2 -H7 -UM $295

WJ Torque gauge
NEW from

Head protrusion and ec-
centricity gauge to deter-

mine the
amount of wear
remaining on
the VCR heads,
safe, easy, mea-
sures in microns.AT

HPG-1 $4! 9

Spindle height and

. ":Tentel manufactures a complete line of gauges for U-matic, 1" Type "C", Betacam and other recorders, too. If you've suffered the frus-
tration of having a maste tape ruined, or if you are responsible for maintaining and repairing VCRs- There's no faster, easier method to
test the various mechanics that make VCRs work properly. Call our technical engineering dept. fordetails-askabout thecombo discount
for all 4 gauges. We've been helping customers for years and want to help you too-yoursatisfaction is guaranteed.

Tentel to
save you
money- Universal and accu-
rate for Beta and VHS- 0 to
600 gm cm. Take-up, FF and
Rew torques. 10600 $139

TENTEE CORP

elevator latch and align-
ment gauge to diagnose cassette

binding and edge damage problems.
Finds problems not detected by any
other method. TSH-v4$395

1506 Deli Ave. (408) 379-1881
Campbell, CA 95008 800 538-6894 (Not in CA)
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Readers' Exchange

No ad requests will be accepted for Readers' Exchange
without a full, verifiable name, address AND phone
number. This information is necessary for EST files.
Phone numbers will not be published, if so requested.

Wanted:

CRT-10VAHP22, RCA modules-MCY001A, MDF001A,
MCZOO1B. Will pay cash or possible trade for Heathkit vector
monitor. Jim Lokken, 18402 Avolinda, Yorba Linda, CA 92686.

Will trade new Diehl Mark III Scanner for serviceable Sencore
PR57 Powerite. Fred Jones, 407 Morningbird Court, Niceville,
FL 32578; 904-678-1803.

Usable 7 -inch B&W CRT to fit Sony model TV -700u. Or could
someone rebuild my CRT? Dan Elliott, Route 1, Box 117, Cahoot,
MO 65689.

RF signal generator (100MHz) WOW flutter meter; sweep/
marker generator; FM stereo signal generator; color -bar
generator. Must be in good -fair condition with manual if possible.
Good used audio -video test equipment, must be reasonably priced
in good working order, with manuals if possible. Squarewave
Audio -Video, 866 Cy Ave., Casper, WY 82601; 307-266-1509.

Handset cradle switch for Code -A -Phone model 2570 telephone
answering machine. MacKenzie TV, 1800 N. Scottsdale Road,
Scottsdale, AZ 85257.

Service literature and schematics for Kenwood KR -6600 stereo
receiver; Guild Radio & TV "New Englander," model numbers
921ML, 630, MX622. Will buy or copy and return. R.J. Shafer,
8119 South Sandy Hook Terrace, Clinton, WA 98236; 206-321-
5178.

Schematics and/or servicing information for Sanyo television,
model CTP 6281-01. Also need Sams 1100-1 schematic for GE
television (WMZ66CWD-10). Will buy or copy and return.
Thomas Carey, 211 S. Lee Drive, Goldsboro, NC 27530' 919-734-
7656.

Used B&K Precision model 1801 6 -digit autoranging frequency
counter. Quote price and condition. R.N. McEntire, 323 Tram
Road, Columbia, SC 29210.

Schematic and dial cord -stringing diagram for GE console stereo,
model C -966g. Will pay for photocopy. Don Seteliff Radio, Rt. 1
Box 237A, Apple Grove, WV 25502.

Sams Photofact TR-82; Tekfax 100, 102, 117; and Knight
83YX137 AF generator. C.T. Huth, 229 Melmore, Tiffin, OH
44883.

RCA high -voltage transformer No. 79642 for RCA color televi-
sion, model 21 -CT -55, chassis CTC2B; would consider complete
chassis. George Mayne, 307 Moron Drive, Rochester, NY 14612;
716-865-5227.

Current tube data for precision tube tester, model 10-12. Will
copy and return if necessary. Larry Cook, 362 E. South St.,
Richland Center, WI 53581; 608-647-4678.

B&K solid-state RF signal generator (100kHz to 50MHz), model
E200D with cables and manuals. State condition and price. Hary
Dowdle, Rt. 1 Box 71, Glenhazel Road, Wilcox, PA 15870; 814-929-
5591.

Owner's manual/service data for D -Tex Electronics model Rebel 1
metal detector. Will buy or copy and return. B.L. Deck, 122
Fourth Ave. South, Algood, TN 38501.

Service manual for Sony color monitor, model CVM 1225. Will
buy or copy and return. Ship & Shore Electronics, 667 Deale
Road, Deale, MD 20751; 301-867-4006.

For sale:

Thordarson flyback, model 308, new, in box, asking $12.50; 300
receiving tubes and 177 good -but -used tubes (all boxed, with
name brands), asking $300 for tubes, or best offer. Prices do not
include c.o.d. or shipping. Ronald Kilasa, 4942 E. Flower Ave.,
Mesa, AZ 85206.

Sencore LC53 Z -Meter and Sencore FC71 Freq-Counter, like
new, complete with manuals and leads, $500 each, or best offer.
Gregory J. Nesbo, Computek Digi-tropic Repair, 643 Hill St.,
Shelby, MT 54974; 406-434-5854.

Picture tubes of all kinds; triplers, flybacks and modules.
Guaranteed and reasonably priced. G. Barzily, 84-39 120th St.,
Jamaica, NY 11415; 718-847-7965.

Zenith modules -9-99-03, $8; 9-95, $6; 9-90-01, $8; 9-87, $8;
9-90-02, $8; 9-103-04, $8; 9-147, $12.50; 150-190, $10. Quasar-
KA, BK, $10; CA, $15; DA, $12; GA, $6; HA, $7.50; RA, $10; VA,
$10; ZA, $7; FA, $15. All prices plus shipping. M.E. Andrews Jr.,
Box 91, Exeter, RI 02822.

B&K 1077B TV analyst, excellent condition, with manual and
slides included, $250, or best offer, plus shipping. R.W. Pease, 67
Briar Terrace, Leominster, MA 01453; 617-537-3953.

Sencore LC53 Z -Meter, perfect condition, recently factory cali-
brated, $585. Nate Lilienthal, 29515 Quailwood Drive, Palos
Verdes, CA 90274; 213-377-9913.

Heathkit CRT tester and rejuvenator with Dandy-Dapter univer-
sal CRT adaptor and instruction books, like new. Make offer.
305-887-7052.

Xerox copies of Zenith "Interference Handbook," 40 pages, $14
postage -paid; Motorola service manuals for 1968 Chrysler,
American motors, and 1969 Chrysler, American Motors, Ford,
Volkswagen, 50 pages, $17.50 postage -paid. Kenneth L. Mixon,
401 East San Pedro Ave., Perry FL 32347; 904-584-2116.

Collectors items: Rider perpetual service manuals, abridged
volumes I through V; volumes VI through XX. Best offer F.O.B.
Springdale, AR. James W. Carpenter, 124 Rogers Circle Drive,
Springdale, AR 72764; 501-751-5455.

Service manuals, text books; radio and TV parts; 700 new stan-
dard brand tubes (85% off list price); Pilot model AA905 audio
amplifier, push-pull 6L6 output, $35. Send large s.a.s.e. Max
Seligsohn, 1455 55th St., Brooklyn, NY 11219.

Precision EV10A center -source voltmeter, $80; 90° LNA, $40;
CM 8 -track auto stereo -tape player, $35; two 25W speakers with
cabinets, $65 for the pair; obsolete tubes, $6 each. Kaz Glista, 274
Newington Road, Elmwood, CT 06110; 203-232-8793.

Tek 453 portable 50MHz dual -trace scope with calibrated delay.
Good condition, operator and repair manual included, $500.
James Kasperski, 40 Altamore St., Melville, NY 11747; 516-271-
2494 after 6 p.m.

Sams Photofacts auto radio books, AR -40 through AR -224. Make
offer for one or all. Send s.a.s.e. for list. Blankinship TV, 1216 N.
Main, Rusk, TX 75785.
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A New Vacuum
For Field Service

Model AAA with An -ionic* filtration
retains particles as small as .3 micron.
The new high performance Atrix Model AM field service vacuum
features An -ionic filtration. Electro -chemically charged filter media
traps and retains sub -micron particles immediately -does not
depend on coarse particle buildup to eliminate fine particle
bypass. The all-purpose AM sets new vacuum standards for
performance, dependability and economy.

 Efficient -retains minute paper and toner particles, ideal for
laser printers, copiers, computers and peripherals

 Static safe -operator and unit fully grounded for
ESD protection

 Cool operation -intake to exhaust ratio of 4:1 prevents
overheating -unit has filter status indicator

 Economical -uses throwaway cannister for neat, low-cost disposal
*Economical new An -ionic filters are available for existing competitive field service vacuums.
Call the Atrix Easy -Order 800 Number for fast service.

Atrix Model AAA

AT R I X, I N C 14221 Ewing Avenue South, Burnsville, MN 55337

612-894-6154 Fax 612-894-6256 1-800-222-6154
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Advertising rates in the Classified Section are 85
cents per word, each insertion, and must be accom-
panied by payment to insure publications.

Each initial or abbreviation counts a full word.
Minimum classified charge is $20.00.
For ads on which replies are sent to us for forwarding
(blind ads), there is an additional charge of $30.00 per
insertion to cover department number, processing of
replies, and mailing costs.

Classified columns are not open to advertising of any
products regularly produced by manufacturers unless
used and no longer owned by the manufacturer or
distributor.

FOR SALE
AUTOMOBILE RADIO and tape replacement parts.
Delco, Chrysler, Philco-Ford, Motorola, Panasonic and
many others. Large inventory. Laran Electronics, Inc.,
3768 Boston Road, Bronx, NY 10469. (212) 881-9600.
National (800) 223-8314, NY State (800) 446-4430.

1-85-tf n

PHOTOFACTS: Individual folders #1 to #1400 $3.00.
Above #1400 $5.00. Sent same day first-class
postpaid. Loeb. 414 Chestnut Lane, East Meadow, NY
11554. 4-87-6t

SERVICE MANUALS. Large Shop has 18 yr. collection
of duplicates. All original manufacturer. All new.
Audio $2.00, video $5.00. Send SASE for list. Tape
Recorder Clinic; 4850 E. Speedway; Tucson, Arizona
85712. 114364f n

ELECTRONICS PARTS 100 on the dollar! $50.00 sam-
ples $5 postpaid. Free Bargain Catalog! Dependable
TV. Box 1645 C'sted. St. Coix, V.I., U.S.A. 00820. 7-87-2t

VCR REPAIR SOLUTIONS FOR VHS MODELS. Volume
I-150 Symptoms and cures -$11.95. Volume II -
$11.95. All 300. $19.95. Eagle Electronics, 52053 Locks
Lane, Granger, IN 46530. 7-87-6t

TVNCR "TUFF TIPS" listed by mfg. and model. Over
200 unique tips. Send $5.95 for TV, $6.95 for VCR or
$10.95 for TV/VCR listing to: Tech Cures. 4825 Freder-
icksburg Road, San Antonio, Texas 78229. 7-87-2t

TV TROUBLESHOOTING. Over 130 schematic IL-
LUSTRATED problems -solutions of difficult repairs.
Also, 12 steps to easier TV repair, 25 pages $12.00. Re-
markable diagnostic tool. Determine operation of high
voltage circuits every time, no mistakes. $5.00. Jones,
Box 702, Niceville, Fla. 32578 7-87-31

TVNCR FAILURE HISTORIES -Multiple cures for
most problem areas. Send $6.95 with mfg. and model
number to Tech Cures. 4825 Fredericksburg Road, San
Antonio, Texas 78229. Money will be refunded with
free sample, if model is not on database. 7-87-2t

DIEHL MARK III SCANNER, new. manual included.
$250, shipping paid. Jones, Box 702. Niceville, FL
32578. 7-87-3t

PHOTOFACTS: Individual folders 1946 to 1980 sent
postpaid. Send manufacturer, model number and
$5.00 to Walker, 134 Orchard St.. Nevada City. Califor-
nia 95959. 8.87-1t

SENCORE VA62 universal video analyzer, VC63 VCR
tester accessory, NT64 pattern generator, EX231 ex-
pander jack, complete with manuals and cables.
$2995.00. Jerry Marr, 26515 Hollywood, Roseville, MI
48066, 313-772-8345. 8-87-1t

SENCORE VA48 TV-WTR-MATV and video analyzer.
Purchase price $1500.00 asking $700.00. Like new.
Marva Pittman. 698 W. 3650 North, Ogden. UT 84404,
801-782-6213. 8-87-1t

ELECTRONICS TEACHERS, students, beginning tech-
nicians: A basic text that concentrates on how to iden-
tify and test electronics components. This book has
been written by an electronics teacher and has been
successfully field tested for three years. It is currently
being used as a main classroom text by the author.
For free sample and pricing information write: GTW
CORP.. 4524 Lotz Rd., Canton, MI 48188. 8-87-1t

I.C. SALE! Huge selection - unbelievable prices- free
flyer -also Atari replacement parts & service man-
uals. (805) 489-3700, Electronic Dimensions, Box 1846,
San Luis Obispo, CA 93406. 8-87.1t

THE WORKBENCH COMPANION - Over 200 pages of
Tough Dogs and troubleshooting notes from 20 years
in the business. Partial contents: Symcure Index
1970-1987, Radio Elect. Clinic 1969-1987, ETD Index
ColorFax 1969-1982, Testing HV Diodes, Int. Flybacks.
Zenors. etc. Important note on capacitors and much
more. Price: $29.95 + $2.50 shipping and handling.
Second Printing -Available Now! FARRELL ELEC-
TRONICS, Hi-Teck, Larry Gribbin, Chief Engineer, 127
Providence Avenue, SOUTH PORTLAND, MAINE
04106. 8-87-31

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
T.V. SALES & SERVICE. Top quality shop. Fully equipt
in Miramar, Florida. Unlimited potential for right party.
(305) 961-1011. 7-87-1t

ELECTRONIC REPAIR, inventory & equipment. 11
years at same location. Small recreational town in
Idaho. Owner wishes to retire. $15,000. 208-756-2916,
Box 488, Salmon, Id. 83467. 5-87-3t

COMPUTER & TV SALES & SERVICE business in Colo-
rado mountains. Only computer store in city. Excel-
lent inventory. $20'ties. Retiring owner will help.
303-641-0555 days, (-4678 eves). 8-87-1t

TVNCR SERVICE SHOP for sale in sunny Florida. Well
established. Located between Disney and Daytona
Beach. $54,500 complete. Call (305) 323-1734. 9-5 EST.

8-87-1t

NORTH SHORE OF MASSACHUSETTS. Established
appliance, TV, and VCR repair service with new and
used sales opportunity. Real estate package avail-
able. Call for details (617) 2811006 days. 8-87-4t

EDUCATION

CABLE TV TRAINING - Training in Cable Television
Technology. Learn construction, installation, and
maintenance. Cable Correspondence Courses, Inc.,
P.O. Box 1319, St. Charles. MO 63302. 7-87-tfn
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HELP WANTED (CONT.) Advertisers' Index
VIDEO/AUDIO technician needed. Top pay and
benefits for well trained and experienced technicians
who are expert with consumer TV and audio equip-
ment. Training by manufacturers such as: Sony,
Hitachi, RCA, Panasonic, etc. are necessary for job ex-
perience. Write or call: Atlantic Electronics, Inc., 1232
NE 26th St., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33305, 305-564-8274 (10
AM 6:30 PM). Ask for Dave or Joe. 06-86-tfn

CAMERA -VIDEO Technicians needed. Top pay and
benefits for well trained and experienced technicians
who are expert with consumer and/or industrial
cameras and VCR's. Training by manufacturers such
as Sony, Hitachi, Panasonic, etc., are necessary for
job experience. Come to sunny Florida and enjoy your
work & leisure time. Write or call ATLANTIC ELEC-
TRONICS INC., 1232 NE 26th St., Ft. Lauderdale, FL
33305. (305) 564.827410 AM to 6:30 PM. Ask for Dave or
Joe. 8.85-tf n

PERSONALIZED 24 -HOUR SERVICE

ON OVER 10,000 ELECTRONIC

COMPONENTS & PRODUCTS...
CALL TOLL FREE

IN
1-800-558-9572 oils 1-800-242-9553
24 HOUR ORDERING: FAX: 414/473-4727r 111 PRO

PROJECTOR -RECORDER BELT CORP.
P.O. Box 176 Whitewater, WI 53190

TLX 4994411 PRBUSA

Circle (25) on Reply Card

"Tech's Guide To
Pricing"
updated new 5th edition a
framework for setting rates
that apply to Hi -Tech pro-
ducts ...a formula that
guarantees SUCCESS!

Call Toll Free for details 8/51-800-228-4338 csT

Circle (26) on Reply Card

A MUST FOR THE TV TECHNICIAN

UNIVERSAL CRT ADAPTER- Don't buy another
socket for your CRT Tester! Join 10,000 satisif-
ied buyers & WIN the Socket War!
GUARANTEED to fit your tester.
Test/clean/restore ALL Color, B/W,
Projection. $63.95ppd w/Setup
book, Visa, MC, COD.

1.800.331.9658
DANDY MFG. CO.

2323 Gibson, Muskogee, Oklahoma 74403

Circle (27) on Reply Card

Be an FCC LICENSED
Electronic Technician ; -
F.C.C. Commercial General
Radiotelephone License. I _ -

inexpensive!
Electronic home study. Fast,
inexpensive! GUARANTEED
PASS. You get license or money refunded. Free"
details. COMMAND PRODUCTIONS, D-177, Box
2223, San Francisco, CA 94126.

PPIO TELEPHONE
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ELECTRONIC SERVICING & TECHNOLOGY Volume 7, No. 8
CUSPS 462-050) is published monthly by Intenec Publishing
Corp., 9221 Ouivira Road, P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park,
KS 66212. Second Glass Postage paid at Shawnee Mission.
KS. and additional mailing offices. POSTMASTER: Send ad-
dress changes to ELECTRONIC SERVICING & TECHNOLOGY.
P.O. Box 12952, Overland Park, KS 66212-9981.

Reader
Page Service Advertiser

Number Number Hotline

Atrix, Inc. 67 31 800/222-6154
Beckman Industrial Corp. IFC 1 714/671-4800
C + S Sales 29 13 800/292-7711
Caig Laboratories, Inc 53 20 619/743-7143
Cleveland Institute of Electronics 57 21 800/321-2155
Command Productions 68 30
Cooks Inst. Elec. Engrg 63 23 601/371-1351
Dandy Mfg. Co. 68 27 800/331-9658
Digikey IBC 28 800/344-4539
Electrodyn Corp 27 12 812/334.1023
ETA 63
Fluke, John Mfg. Co., Inc 21 11 800/227-3800
Ford ham Radio Supply Co. 9 7 800/645-9518
Gould Test & Measurement 14A -14B 8 800/538-5320
GTE Electronic Supply 61 29 800/874-1765
Iscet 63 817/921-9101
Leader Instrument Corp. 6,7 5,6 514/337-9500
Matsushita Services Co.
(Publications Div.) 19 10

MCM Electronics 41 14 800/543-4330
NAP Consumer Electronics

(Technical Publications Div.) 3 3

NESDA 53,59 817/921-9061
NRI Schools-Electronics Division 27 202/244-1600
Panavise Products Inc 17 9 213/595-7621
Philips ECG 5 32 800/225-8326
Projector Recorder Belt Corp. 68 25 800/558-9572
Sencore, Inc 45,47 16,17 ...800/843-3338
Sencore, Inc 49,51 18,19 ...800/843-3338
Sperry Tech, Inc. 68 26 800/228-4338
Tektronix, Inc. IFCA-IFCB,1 2 800/433-2323
Tentel 65 24 800/538-6894
Test Probes 57 33 619/459-4197
Tronix, Inc 59 22 313/939-4710
Wahl Clipper Corp. 43 15 815/625-6525
Zenith BC

ADVERTISING SALES OFFICES

ELECTRONiC
ALL U.S. TERRITORIES
Greg Garrison, Sales Manager
P.O. Box 12901
Overland Park, KS 66212
Phone: (913) 888-4664
Fax: (913) 888-7243
Telex: 42-4156 INTERTEC OLPK

NORWOOD, AUSTRALIA
Hastwell, Williamson, Rouse PTY. LTD.
P.O. Box 419
Norwood, S.A. 5067
Phone: 332-3322
Telex AA 87113

LONDON, ENGLAND
Nicholas McGeachin
Roseleigh House, New Street
Deddington, Oxford OX5 4SP
Phone: (0869) 38794
Telefax: (0869) 38040
Telex: 837469 BES G

TOKYO, JAPAN
Haruki Hireyama,
EMS, Inc.
Sagami Bldg., 4-2-21, Shinjuku,
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160, Japan
(03) 350-5666
Telex: 2322520 EMSINCJ
Cable: EMSINCPERIOD
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®® = 1-800-344-4539/CORPORATION AK, Puerto Rico - 218-881.8674 Telex - 82827914 FAX 218-681.3380 TWO 9103508982 DIGI KEY CORP
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NEW

ZENITH VCR HEAD CLEANERS FOR

ALL VHS MAKES AND MODELS
INCLUDING CAMCORDERS...

EVEN VHS -C CAMCORDERS!
Call your Zenith distributor's Accessory Sales Manager your

order now ...and see for yourself how quickly the ready-made

selling power of the Zenith name helps you make it big

in video accessories.

Zenith Service, Parts & Accessories 11000 Seymour Avenue Franklin Park, IL 60131

A Division of Zenith Electronics Corporation


